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Abstract
We consider arbitrary algebraic families of lower order deformations of nondegenerate toric exponential
sums over a finite field. We construct a relative polytope with the aid of which we define a ring of coefficients
consisting of p-adic analytic functions with polyhedral growth prescribed by the relative polytope. Using this
we compute relative cohomology for such families and calculate sharp estimates for the relative Frobenius
map. In applications one is interested in L-functions associated with linear algebra operations (symmetric
powers, tensor powers, exterior powers and combinations thereof) applied to relative Frobenius. Using methods
pioneered by Ax, Katz and Bombieri we prove estimates for the degree and total degree of the associated L-
function and p-divisibility of the reciprocal zeros and poles. Similar estimates are then established for affine
families and pure Archimedean weight families (in the simplicial case).
1 Introduction
Symmetric power L-functions and their variants have long been objects of study and have been valuable in many
number theoretic applications. In the function field case, these L-functions are associated with families of varieties
or families of exponential sums defined over a base space S which is itself a variety over Fq, the finite field of
q = pa elements having characteristic p. For each closed point s of S, there is a zeta function or L-function for the
fibre over this point. This is a rational function for each such s, and the collection A(s) of reciprocal zeros and
poles of this function is a finite set of algebraic integers. Interesting new L-functions may be created by taking
Euler products as follows. Let A0(s) ⊂ A(s) be an interesting well-chosen subset for each point s ∈ |S/Fq|, the
set of closed points of S. For example, some choices include taking the subset of A(s) consisting of all p-adic
units, or all elements of A(s) having a fixed archimedean weight. Once chosen, we can form symmetric, tensor,
or exterior powers (or combinations thereof) of the elements of A0(s) and denote the resulting set by LA0(s).
Then the Euler product we are interested in has the general form
L(LA0, S/Fq, T ) :=
∏
s∈|S/Fq|
∏
τ(s)∈LA0(s)
(1− τ(s)T deg(s))−1, (1)
∗Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0901542
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where deg(s) := [Fq(s) : Fq] is the degree of the point.
The p-adic study of symmetric power L-functions begins with Dwork [18], whose work was itself inspired by
Ihara [22] and Morita [27], who linked the Ramanujan-Petersson conjectures and the Weil conjectures. Implicit
in their work were symmetric power L-functions for a suitable family of elliptic curves. In [18], Dwork explicitly
considered symmetric power L-functions associated with the Legendre family of elliptic curves, applying p-adic
cohomology to obtain important information about this L-function. This study was continued by Adolphson
[2] to obtain congruence information. Adolphson also considered symmetric power L-functions for the family of
elliptic curves with level three structure [3]. Based on Dwork’s p-adic cohomology theory of the Bessel function
[16], Robba [28] p-adically studied the symmetric power L-functions of the family of Kloosterman sums. A similar
study was made in Haessig [21] for cubic exponential sums.
Symmetric, tensor, and exterior power L-functions have also been studied using ℓ-adic techniques going back
at least to the work of Deligne. Katz [25] has studied symmetric power L-functions of families of elliptic curves
and their monodromy behavior. In recent work, Fu and Wan have obtained very detailed information on sym-
metric power L-functions of hyper-Kloosterman sums [19] [20]. In [13], Haessig and Rojas-Leo´n studied the k-th
symmetric power L-functions for a one-parameter family of exponential sums in one variable.
In another direction, Wan [29] [30] [31] proved a conjecture of Dwork’s that unit root L-functions which come
from geometry are p-adically meromorphic by relating the unit root L-function to symmetric, tensor, and exterior
power L-functions via Adams operations and then employing a suitable p-adic limiting argument.
In the present work, we consider a general family of nondegenerate toric exponential sums. Let
G¯(x, t) := f¯(x) + P¯ (x, t) ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t
±
1 , . . . , t
±
s ]
where f¯(x) is nondegenerate with respect to ∆∞(f¯), its Newton polyhedron at ∞. We assume as well that the
monomials in the x-variables in P¯ (x, t) have strictly smaller (polyhedral) weight than the leading monomials
in f¯ , and that the dim ∆∞(f¯) = n. As a consequence, for each choice λ ∈ F
∗s
q , an Fq-rational point of G
s
m
where Fq is an algebraic closure of Fq, the Newton polyhedron at ∞ of G¯(x, λ) is nondegenerate with respect
to ∆∞(G¯(x, λ)) = ∆∞(f¯). Let Fq(λ) be the field of definition of λ and deg(λ) := [Fq(λ) : Fq] its degree. Let
Cone(∆) be the cone over ∆ := ∆∞(f¯), and M(∆) := Z
n ∩Cone(∆). Fix an additive character Θ of Fq, and set
Θλ := Θ ◦ TrFq(λ)/Fq . Let G¯λ(x) := G¯(x, λ). Define the exponential sums
Sr(G¯λ,Θ,G
n
m/Fq(λ)) :=
∑
x∈(F∗
qrdeg(λ)
)n
Θλ ◦ TrF
qrdeg(λ)
/Fq(λ)G¯λ(x)
and the associated L-function
L(G¯λ,Θ,G
n
m/Fq(λ), T ) := exp
(
∞∑
r=1
Sr(G¯λ,Θ,G
n
m/Fq(λ))
T r
r
)
.
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When there is no confusion, we will denote the above exponential sums by Sr(λ) and the associated L-functions
by L(G¯λ, T ). L-functions of this type have been studied in [5] where it was shown that L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1 is a
polynomial of degree N := n! vol∆∞(f¯) whose coefficients lie in the cyclotomic field Q(ζp) of p-th roots of unity,
and the reciprocal zeros are algebraic integers. Using the p-adic absolute value normalized at the fiber over λ by
requiring ordλ(q
deg(λ)) = 1, then the lower bound for the Newton polygon of L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1, calculated using
ordλ, is independent of λ and given in [5], as well as in (51) below. Denef and Loeser [12] have given a precise
description of the distribution of archimedean weights for the reciprocal zeros of L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1. The results of
Denef-Loeser are independent of λ as well.
We write then for each λ ∈ F
∗s
q ,
L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1 = (1 − π1(λ)T ) · · · (1− πN (λ)T ).
Let A(λ) := {πi(λ)}
N
i=1. To fix ideas, we present some examples of L-functions of the form (1). The k-th tensor
power L-function of the toric family above is the Euler product
L(A⊗k,Gsm/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
(1− πi1(λ)πi2 (λ) · · ·πik(λ)T
deg(λ))−1,
where the inner product on the right runs over all k-tuples (i1, . . . , ik) ∈ S
k with S := {1, 2, . . . , N}. Similarly
the k-th symmetric power L-function is given by
L(SymkA,Gsm/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
(1− π1(λ)
i1 · · ·πN (λ)
iNT deg(λ))−1
where the inner product runs over N -tuples of non-negative integers (i1, . . . , iN ) satisfying i1 + · · · + iN = k.
Another variant of interest focuses on the subset A0(λ) ⊂ A(λ) consisting of the unique p-adic unit root, say
π0(λ), in A(λ). Then the k-th moment unit root L-function is defined by
Lunit(k, G¯,G
s
m/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
(1− π0(λ)
kT deg(λ))−1. (2)
We may also denote by Wi(λ) the subset of A(λ) consisting of reciprocal zeros π(λ) having archimedean weight
equal to i, that is, |π(λ)|C = q
deg(λ)i/2. Then, we define
L(LWi,G
s
m/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
τ(λ)∈LWi(λ)
(1 − τ(λ)T deg(λ))−1.
We now state our main result for the full toric family A :=
∐
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
A(λ). Similar statements about other
families may be found in the following sections. Section 4.1 looks at a family of affine exponential sums (in fact
it deals more generally with mixed toric and affine sums), Section 4.2 looks at a family of pure weight (in the
archimedean sense), and Section 4.3 looks at a p-adic unit root family. Let LN denote the cardinality of the set
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LA(λ); this number is independent of the choice of λ. Let Γ ⊂ Rs be the relative polytope of G¯, as defined as
follows (see also (19)). Let w be the polyhedral weight function defined by ∆∞(f¯) in R
n. Define
Γ := Convex hull in Rs of the points {0} ∪
{(
1
1− w(µ)
)
γ ∈ Qs | (γ, µ) ∈ Supp(P¯ )
}
. (3)
Let s˜ denote the dimension of the smallest linear subspace of Rs which contains Γ, and denote by vol(Γ) the
volume of Γ in this linear subspace with respect to Haar measure normalized so that a fundamental domain of the
integer lattice in the subspace has unit volume. Lastly, we define the order |L| := r of a linear algebra operation
L as the least positive integer r such that L is a quotient of an r-fold tensor product.
Theorem 1.1. For each linear algebra operation L, the L-function L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏R
i=1(1− αiT )∏S
j=1(1 − βjT )
∈ Q(ζp)(T ).
Furthermore, writing this in reduced form (αi 6= βj for every i and j):
(a) The reciprocal zeros and poles αi and βj are algebraic integers. For each reciprocal pole βj there is a
reciprocal zero αkj and a positive integer mj such that βj = q
mjαkj .
(b) The degree R− S of the L-function as a rational function is bounded as follows. If s˜ < s then R = S, else
if s˜ = s then
0 ≤ R− S ≤ s! vol(Γ)LN.
(c) The total degree R + S of the L-functions is bounded above by
R+ S ≤ LN · s˜! vol(Γ) · 2s˜+(1+
1
s˜ )n|L|(1 + 21+
1
s˜ )s.
Next, we consider the L-function defined over affine s-space. To this end, we assume P¯ (x, t) ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , n
±
n , t1, . . . , ts].
Set M(Γ) := Zs ∩Cone(Γ), where Cone(Γ) is the union of all rays from the origin through Γ. With wΓ the poly-
hedral weight function defined by Γ in Rs, define
w(Γ) := min{wΓ(u) | u ∈M(Γ) ∩ Z
s
≥1}.
Let A ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , s}. Let G¯A be the polynomial obtained from G¯ by setting ti = 0 for each i ∈ A. In precisely
the same manner as Γ, let ΓA be the relative polytope of G¯A and define its volume vol(ΓA) with respect to Haar
measure normalized so that a fundamental domain of the integer lattice in the smallest subspace containing ΓA
has unit volume.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose G¯ ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t1, . . . , ts]. For each linear algebra operation L, the L-function
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L(LA,As/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(LA,As/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏R
i=1(1− αiT )∏S
j=1(1− βjT )
∈ Q(ζp)(T ).
Writing this in reduced form (αi 6= βj for every i and j):
(a) The reciprocal zeros and poles satisfy
ordq(αi), ordq(βj) ≥ w(Γ).
(b) The degree is bounded by
−
∑
A⊂{1,2,...,s}
|A|odd
(s− |A|)! vol(ΓA) ≤ R− S ≤
∑
A⊂{1,2,...,s}
|A|even
(s− |A|)! vol(ΓA).
(c) The total degree is bounded by
R+ S ≤ 2s˜+(1+
1
s˜ )n|L| 6sLN · s˜! vol(Γ)
Lastly, we look at the case of an affine family over an affine base. Suppose G¯ now is a polynomial in
Fq[x1, . . . , xn, t1, . . . , ts], and f¯ is convenient and nondegenerate. For each λ ∈ |A
s/Fq|, let A˜(λ) = {πi(λ)}
N˜
i=1 be
the set of reciprocal zeros of L(G¯λ,Θ,A
n/Fq(λ), T )
(−1)n+1 . Define w(∆) for ∆ = ∆∞(f¯) in a similar way to that
of w(Γ), so that w(∆) = min{w(γ) | γ ∈M(∆) ∩ Zn≥1}.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose the conditions of the previous paragraph. For each linear algebra operation L, the L-
function L(LA˜,As/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(LA˜,As/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏
(1− αiT )∏
(1− βjT )
∈ Q(ζp)(T ).
Writing this in reduced form, then ordq(αi) and ordq(βj) ≥ w(Γ) + w(∆)LN˜ .
We note that the upper bound on the degree in Theorem 1.1(b) and the lower bound on the p-adic order of
the roots in Theorem 1.2(a) are sharp in the sense that there are examples where the bounds are obtained (e.g.
[21] and [13]).
When we work with proper subsets A0 ⊂ A, we in general do not expect rationality of the L-function, for
example in the case when A0 is the unit root family. As mentioned earlier, Wan’s proof of Dwork’s conjecture
uses a p-adic limiting argument of L-functions associated to Adams operations. Since Adams operations may be
viewed as a virtual linear algebra operation, we may apply the lower bound in Theorem 1.2(a) to this sequence of
L-functions to obtain a similar result for the unit root L-function (2). This is discussed in Sections 2.2 and 4.3.
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We view the main contributions of the present study to be the discovery of the role played by the relative
polytope Γ for very general families of nondegenerate toric exponential sum. Previous p-adic studies have mainly
been one parameter families in which the parameter appears linearly. In the present study we remove these
restrictions. We are able nevertheless to compute relative cohomology, and the relative polytope provides a
sufficiently good weight function so that the general results obtained are sharp in cases where the L-functions
have previously been computed. In other earlier work (see [1] and [5]), understanding the weight function was an
essential step in enabling the calculation of p-adic cohomology. It is our hope that the relative polytope provides
a similar key step here. In a future article, we intend to treat families of Kloosterman-like sums, including the
calculation of the relevant p-adic cohomology. It should be noted that while our main application has been
to families of toric nondegenerate exponential sums these results have broader application to σ-modules with
polyhedral growth, the content of which is in Section 2.
Acknowledgment: We thank Nick Katz for providing the ℓ-adic proof of an upper bound for the p-adic
order of eigenvalues of Frobenius used in Section 3.
2 L-functions
Let Γ denote a fixed polytope in Rs with rational vertices which contains the origin, perhaps on its boundary.
Let s˜ denote the dimension of the smallest linear space in Rs containing Γ. We will assume s˜ ≥ 1. Let Cone(Γ)
be the union of all rays from the origin through Γ and set M(Γ) := Zs ∩Cone(Γ). For each u ∈M , we define the
weight w(u) of u as the smallest nonnegative real number such that u is in the dilation w(u)Γ. Since the values
of w on M(Γ) may be described using rational linear forms coming from a finite number of top dimensional faces
of the polytope, there exists a positive integer D = D(Γ) such that w(M(Γ)) ⊂ (1/D)Z≥0. With q = p
a, let Qq
denote the unramified extension of Qp of degree a, and Zq its ring of integers.
With an eye toward obtaining p-adic estimates for the Frobenius below, we fix π, a zero of the series∑∞
j=0 y
pj/pj having ordpπ = 1/(p − 1). We are most interested in the extension Qq(ζp) of Qp(ζp). These
fields have ring of integers respectively Zq[π] and Zp[π]. At various points in the exposition we will want to take
totally ramified extensions of Qq(ζp) and Qp(ζp). We will accomplish this by adjoining an appropriate root π˜
of π, say π˜ = π1/D˜ for some positive integer D˜. The Frobenius automorphism σ of Gal(Qq/Qp) is extended to
Gal(Qq(π˜)/Qp(π˜)) by setting σ(π˜) = π˜. Let us take then K = Qq(π˜) and assume the ramification index of K/Qp
is e.
Denote by Zq[π˜] the ring of integers of K. Using the multi-index notation t
u := tu11 · · · t
us
s , where u =
(u1, . . . , us), we define the overconvergent power series ring O
†
Γ as
O†Γ :=


∑
u∈M(Γ)
aut
u | au ∈ Zq[π˜], lim inf
w(u)→∞
ordπ(au)
w(u)
> 0

 .
Let A := (Ai,j)i,j∈I be a square (possibly infinite) matrix with entries in O
†
Γ. We assume the index set is
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countable (or finite) and we take it to be I = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. We will assume that A is nuclear, meaning here
its columns tend to zero p-adically (i.e. supi |Ai,j | → 0 as j → ∞). When A is a finite square matrix it is
automatically nuclear since the nuclear condition is vacuous. Let tˆ ∈ (Q
∗
p)
s be the Teichmu¨ller lifting of a point
t¯ ∈ (F
∗
q)
s, and let deg(t¯) := [Fq(t¯) : Fq]. We extend σ to an automorphism of O
†
Γ by acting on the coefficients of
the power series. Define the matrix
B(t) := Aσ
a−1
(tp
a−1
) · · ·Aσ(tp)A(t).
Following Dwork [15], we may associate to B the L-function
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) :=
∏
t¯∈|Gsm/Fq|
1
det(1 −B(tˆqdeg(t¯)−1) · · ·B(tˆq)B(tˆ)T deg(t¯))
∈ 1 + TZq[π][[T ]], (4)
where the product runs over all closed points of the algebraic torus Gsm over Fq. This may be generalized so
that the product runs over closed points of an algebraic variety; of particular interest is when the polytope Γ lies
within the first quadrant Rs≥0 so that we may define the L-function over affine s-space A
s.
As it stands, L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) is not in general a rational function. In fact, it is not even p-adic meromorphic in
general (see [32, Theorem 1.2]). However, we will either insist on its rationality or assume a uniform overconvergent
condition (5) which will guarantee p-adic meromorphy of the L-function.
It is useful to measure the nuclear condition on A as follows. For each integer j ≥ 0, let dj be the smallest
nonnegative integer such that Ai,j′ ≡ 0 mod(π˜
j) for all j′ ≥ dj , where we say Aij ≡ 0 mod(π˜
j) if π˜j divides
every coefficient of the series Aij = Aij(t). That is, Ai,dj , Ai,dj+1, Ai,dj+2, . . . is divisible by π˜
j . Note that d0 = 0.
Define hj := dj+1 − dj . This means that the first h0 columns of A are divisible by at least π˜
0 = 1, the next h1
columns are divisible by at least π˜, the next h2 columns by π˜
2, and so forth. Next, we need a function which will
provide us with how divisible the j-th column is according to these hi. Set s(0) := 0, and for each integer j ≥ 1,
let s(j) denote the largest integer such that j ≥ ds(j). That is, s(j) = ℓ, where ℓ is the minimum integer such
that j ∈ [0, h0 + h1 + · · ·+ hℓ]. This means that column j of the matrix A is divisible by at least π˜
s(j).
Now let A(t) be a square matrix indexed by I (possibly infinite) with entries series in O†Γ with coefficients in
K. Let b ∈ R>0, ρ ∈ R. Dwork defined spaces
L(b; ρ) :=


∑
u∈M(Γ)
cut
u | cu ∈ Qq(π˜), ordp(cu) ≥ bw(u) + ρ


L(b) :=
⋃
ρ∈R
L(b; ρ).
Write A(t) =
∑
u∈M(Γ) aut
u where au = (au(i, j))i,j∈I is a matrix with coefficients in Zq[π˜]. When I is infinite
we shall assume that
lim inf
i,j∈I and w(u)→∞
ordp(au(i, j)π˜
−s(j))
w(u)
> 0, (5)
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a uniform overconvergent condition. We note that w(u) provides the polyhedral growth of the coefficients au(i, j)
with respect to tu while π˜s(j) describes the weight placed on each column index j. When A satisfies (5), including
the case when I is finite, then there exists a positive real number b in which all entries of A lie within the Dwork
space L(b). Furthermore, there exists a real number ρ such that Ai,j ∈ L(b;
s(j)
e + ρ) for all i, j ∈ I. In this case,
we may define the matrix A′ := p−ρA whose entries A′i,j ∈ L(b; s(j)/e) for all i, j ∈ I, and
L(A′,Gsm/Fq, T ) = L(p
−ρA,Gsm/Fq, T ) = L(A,G
s
m/Fq, p
−ρT ).
Thus, we may at various points throughout the paper assume that A has been normalized such that ρ = 0, or
equivalently, h0 6= 0.
Write B(t) =
∑
u∈M(Γ) but
u. Define FB as the matrix (bqu−v)(u,v), where u and v run over M(Γ), and we set
bqu−v = 0 if qu− v 6∈M(Γ). That is, the (u, v) block entry of FB is the matrix bqu−v. Note, even if B is a finite
dimensional matrix, FB is infinite dimensional. Dwork’s trace formula [32, Lemma 4.1] says
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
s∏
i=0
det(1− qiFBT )
(−1)i(si)
= det(1− FBT )
δs , (6)
where δ sends an arbitrary function g(T ) to the quotient g(T )/g(qT ). Since the entries au satisfy (5), so do
the entries bu; in particular, if Ai,j ∈ L(b) then Bi,j ∈ L(b/p
a−1). Consequently, the Fredholm determinant
det(1 − qiFBT ) is p-adic entire by [32, Proposition 3.6], and thus L(B,G
s
m/Fq, T ) is p-adic meromorphic on Cp
by (6).
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2.1 Main theorems on general L-functions
In this section we prove two main results about L-functions of overconvergent matrices defined over O†Γ. We recall
the following definitions and associated data from the previous section:
Γ, a rational polytope in Rs with volume vol(Γ)
s˜, the dimension of the smallest linear space in Rs containing Γ
Cone(Γ), the cone in Rs over Γ
M(Γ) := Zs ∩ Cone(Γ)
K = Qq(π˜), with ordp(π˜) = 1/e
A = (Ai,j)i,j∈I , a matrix with entries satisfying Ai,j ∈ L(b; s(j)/e) for some fixed b ∈ Q>0
B, a matrix defined by B(t) := Aσ
a−1
(tp
a−1
) · · ·Aσ(tp)A(t)
w(Γ) := min{w(u) | u ∈M(Γ) ∩ Zs>0}
ordp(A) := min{s(i)/e | i ∈ I}.
It is convenient to assume that the field K is sufficiently ramified so that the denominator of b and D(Γ)
divide e. This does not for example change ordp(A). Suppose A, and hence B, are N × N matrices and write
dim(B) := N . Suppose L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏R
i=1(1 − αiT )∏S
j=1(1− βjT )
(7)
written in reduced form (i.e. αi 6= βj for every i and j). Let Z := {α1, . . . , αR} be the multiset of reciprocal zeros
and P := {β1, . . . , βS} the multiset of reciprocal poles of (7). Two elements γ1, γ2 ∈ Z ∪P are said to be q-related
if there is an integer τ such that γ1 = q
τγ2. This defines an equivalence relation on Z ∪P . Let E := {E1, . . . , Eℓ}
be the set of equivalence classes. Focussing on a fixed E ∈ E , define
LE(B,G
s
m/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 :=
∏
α∈Z∩E(1 − αT )∏
β∈P∩E(1− βT )
,
and if RE denotes the cardinality of Z ∩ E and SE the cardinality of P ∩ E, then we may order the reciprocal
zeros and poles giving
LE(B,G
s
m/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏RE
i=1(1− αiT )∏SE
j=1(1− βjT )
.
Clearly,
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) =
∏
E∈E
LE(B,G
s
m/Fq, T ).
Lemma 2.1. Under the conditions assumed above, then
1. for each E ∈ E, RE − SE ≥ 0. (Consequently, the degree R − S of L(B,G
s
m/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 as a rational
9
function is nonnegative.)
2. For each E ∈ E, there is a choice γE ∈ {α1, . . . , αRE} such that there are nonnegative integers {mi}
RE
i=1 and
strictly positive integers {nj}
SE
j=1 with
αi = q
miγE and βj = q
njγE .
Proof. The following proof illustrates Bombieri’s method [9, Section 4, p.83]. For γ ∈ Z ∪ P we write
H(γ) :=
∞∏
m=0
(1− qmγT )c(m)
where c(m) :=
(
m+s−1
s−1
)
. The δ-structure (6) implies
det(1 − FBT ) =
∏
α∈Z H(α)∏
β∈P H(β)
,
and this is p-adically entire as noted above. Note that for two elements γ1, γ2 ∈ Z ∪ P , γ1 and γ2 are q-related if
and only if H(γ1) and H(γ2) have a factor in common. As a consequence, if we write
DE(T ) :=
∏
α∈Z∩E H(α)∏
β∈P∩EH(β)
,
then
det(1− FBT ) =
∏
E∈E
DE(T )
and each DE(T ) is p-adically entire. If we fix β1 ∈ E ∩P so that β1 = q
mjβj with mj ≥ 0 for j = 2, . . . , SE , then
we also have β1 = q
tiαi with ti a non-zero integer for i = 1, . . . , SE . The precise divisibility of (1 − q
mβ1T ) in∏RE
i=1H(αi), form sufficiently large, is
∑RE
i=1 c(m+ti) which grows withm like a polynomial of the form RE
ms−1
(s−1)!+
(lower order terms). Similarly, the precise divisibility of (1 − qmβ1T ) in
∏SE
j=1H(βj) is c(m) +
∑SE
j=2 c(m +mj)
which grows like a polynomial of the form SE
ms−1
(s−1)! + (lower order terms). Since DE(T ) is p-adically entire, any
factor (1− qmβ1T ) must have nonnegative exponent in
∏RE
i=1H(αi)/
∏SE
j=1H(βj) so that for m sufficiently large,
we must have RE − SE ≥ 0. This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
The proof of the second part is simpler. Note that DE(T ) is entire so that each factor (1 − βT ) must divide∏RE
i=1H(αi), as a consequence βj = q
mjαk(j) for some mj ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ k(j) ≤ RE . The result then follows by
choosing γE among {α1, . . . , αRE} so that αi = q
miγE for nonnegative integers {mi}
RE
i=1.
We note that it is an interesting question to determine an upper bound for the degree of LE(B,G
s
m/Fq, T ),
as well as an estimate for the number of equivalence classes in E .
Theorem 2.2. Suppose A, and hence B, are N ×N matrices and write dim(B) := N . In parts (a) through (c)
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below, we assume that L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏R
i=1(1 − αiT )∏S
j=1(1− βjT )
written in reduced form (i.e. αi 6= βj for every i and j). In part (d), we assume condition (5) so that this
L-function is p-adic meromorphic. Then,
a) The reciprocal zeros and poles αi and βj are algebraic integers. Also, for each reciprocal pole βj there is a
reciprocal zero αkj and a positive integer mj such that βj = q
mjαkj .
b) If s˜ < s then R = S, else if s˜ = s then
0 ≤ R− S ≤
(
1
b(p− 1)
)s
· s! vol(Γ) · dim(B)
c) Let k be the smallest positive integer such that ordqαi and ordqβj ≤ k for all i and j. Then, with ρ :=
min{s, k}, we have
R+ S ≤ dim(B) · s˜! vol(Γ) · 2s˜+
1
b(p−1)
(1+ 1s˜ )(k−ρ)(1 + 2
1
b(p−1)
(1+ 1s˜ ))ρ.
d) Suppose Γ ⊂ Rs≥0 and b(p− 1) ≤ 1. Write
L(B,As/Fq, T ) =
∏
(1− αiT )∏
(1− βjT )
.
Here, A, and hence B, may be infinite dimensional, in which case αi and βj → 0 p-adically. Then ordqαi
and ordqβj ≥ b(p− 1)w(Γ) + ordp(A) for all i and j. A lower bound is also given when b(p− 1) > 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2, part (a). That the reciprocal roots are algebraic integers follows directly from Dwork’s
argument found in Bombieri’s paper [9, Section 4, p.82]. The second part follows from Lemma 2.1.
The proof of parts (b), (c), and (d) will require various lemmas. We begin by obtaining a lower bound on the
q-adic Newton polygon of det(1−FBT ). With this purpose in mind, we define a p-adic Banach space C(b, I) over
the field K0 := Qp(π˜), having orthonormal basis {γ
w(u)
b t
uei}u∈M(Γ),i∈I where ordp(γb) = b. Thus
C(b, I) :=

ξ =
∑
i∈I,u∈M(Γ)
c(u, i)γ
w(u)
b t
uei | c(u, i) ∈ K0, c(u, i)→ 0 as (u, i)→∞

 .
As usual, the norm on C(b, I) is given by |ξ| := sup{|c(u, i)| : (u, i) ∈ M(Γ) × I}. The map ψp ◦ A(t) acts on
ξ ∈ C(b, I) via (recall the notation av(i, j) from the sentence before equation (5))
(ψp ◦A(t))ξ =
∑
i∈I,ℓ∈M(Γ)

 ∑
j∈I,u+v=pℓ
av(i, j)c(u, j)γ
w(u)−w(ℓ)
b

 γw(ℓ)b tℓei.
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Then ΦA := σ
−1 ◦ψp ◦A(t) is a completely continuous endomorphism of C(b, I) over K0, semi-linear with respect
to σ−1 over K. The map ΦB := ψq ◦B(t) is a completely continuous endomorphism of C(b, I) over K satisfying
ΦB = Φ
a
A. Let B := {t
uei | (u, i) ∈ M(Γ) × I}. Then the matrix of ΦB computed with respect to the basis
B is FB . As is well-known, a completely continuous endomorphism has a well-defined Fredholm determinant
detK(1− ΦBT ). This may be computed using the matrix of ΦB with respect to B.
Let {η1, . . . , ηa} ⊂ Zq be a lifting of a basis of Fq over Fp. Then {ηj}
a
j=1 is a basis of Qq over Qp such that for
every ξ ∈ Qq, writing ξ =
∑a
j=1 ξjηj with ξj ∈ Qp, we have ordp(ξ) = min{ordp(ξj)}. The Fredholm determinant
of ΦA as a completely continuous endomorphism of the K0-space C(b, I) may be calculated from the matrix of ΦA
with respect to the basis B′ := {ηjt
uei : 1 ≤ j ≤ a, u ∈ M(Γ), i ∈ I}. The relation the between detK0(1 − ΦAT )
and detK(1 − ΦBT ) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. (cf. [14, Lemma 7.1]) Taking the graph of the p-adic Newton polygon of detK0(1 − ΦAT ) and
rescaling the abscissa and ordinate by 1/a yields the q-adic Newton polygon of detK(1− ΦBT ).
Proof. For convenience, write G(T ) := detK(1 − ΦBT ). Then
detK0(1 − ΦBT ) = NormK/K0G(T )
= Gσ
a−1
(T ) · · ·Gσ(T )G(T ).
Next,
detK0(1− ΦBT
a) = detK0(1 − Φ
a
AT
a)
=
∏
ζa=1
detK0(1 − ζΦAT ).
Thus,
Gσ
a−1
(T a) · · ·Gσ(T a)G(T a) =
∏
ζa=1
detK0(1− ζΦAT ). (8)
Let N denote the number of reciprocal roots of G(T ) with slope ordq = m, which means ordp = am. Then the
lefthand-side of (8) has (aN)a number of reciprocal roots of ordp = m. Consequently, since ζ does not affect the
Newton polygon of detK0(1 − ζΦAT ), we see that detK0(1 − ΦAT ) has aN reciprocal zeros of ordp = m. The
lemma follows.
We proceed now to an estimate for the p-adic Newton polygon of detK0(1 − ΦAT ). Recall, A(t) = (Ai,j)
satisfies Ai,j ∈ L(b; s(j)/e) for every j, with b a positive rational number. Let d be the smallest positive integer
such that b(p − 1)w(u) + s(i)/e ∈ 1dZ for all u ∈ M(Γ) and i ∈ I. Note, this means db(p − 1) and ds(i)/e are
nonnegative integers for all i ∈ I. Define
W (j) := #
{
(u, i) ∈M(Γ)× I | b(p− 1)w(u) +
s(i)
e
=
j
d
}
.
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Lemma 2.4. The p-adic Newton polygon of detK0(1− ΦAT ) lies on or above the lower convex hull in R
2 of the
points
(0, 0) and

a n∑
j=0
W (j),
a
d
n∑
j=0
jW (j)

 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Consequently, from Lemma 2.3, the q-adic Newton polygon of det(1−FBT ) lies on or above the lower convex hull
in R2 of the points
(0, 0) and

 n∑
j=0
W (j),
1
d
n∑
j=0
jW (j)

 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (9)
Proof. Write A(t) =
∑
u∈M(Γ) aut
u, where each au = (au(i, j))i,j∈I is a matrix. For each basis element ei, write
auei =
∑
j∈I au(i, j)ej with au(i, j) ∈ K. We now compute the matrix of ΦA with respect to the basis B
′. For
ηlt
uei ∈ B
′,
ΦA(ηlt
uei) = σ
−1 ◦ ψp (A(t)ηlt
uei)
= σ−1(ηl) · ψp

 ∑
v∈M(Γ)
∑
j∈I
av(i, j)t
v+uej


= σ−1(ηl) · ψp

 ∑
v∈M(Γ)

∑
j∈I
av(i, j)ej

 tu+v


= σ−1(ηl) · ψp

 ∑
r∈M(Γ)

∑
j∈I
ar−u(i, j)

 ejtr


= σ−1(ηl) ·
∑
r∈M(Γ)
∑
j∈I
apr−u(i, j)ejt
r.
For each i and j, write au(i, j) =
∑a
k=1 au(i, j; k)ηk, with au(i, j; k) ∈ K0. Continuing the above calculation,
ΦA(ηlt
uei) = σ
−1(ηl) ·
∑
r∈M(Γ)
∑
j∈I
a∑
k=1
apr−u(i, j; k)ηkt
rej .
Next, for each l and k, write σ−1(ηl)ηk =
∑a
m=1 b(l, k;m)ηm with b(l,m; k) ∈ Zp. Then, continuing the calculation
ΦA(ηlt
uei) =
∑
r∈M(Γ)
∑
j∈I
a∑
k,m=1
apr−u(i, j; k) b(l, k;m)ηmt
rej.
Hence,
Matrix of ΦA with respect to the basis B
′ is
(
a∑
k=1
apr−u(i, j; k) b(l, k;m)
)
(l,u,i),(m,r,j)
.
Set d(l, u, i;m, r, j) :=
∑a
k=1 apr−u(i, j; k)b(l, k;m). Then
detK0(1 − ΦAT ) =
∞∑
m=0
cmT
m
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where
cm := (−1)
m
∑ ∑
τ∈Sm
sgn(τ)
m∏
z=1
d(l(z), u(z), i(z); l(τ(z)), u(τ(z)), i(τ(z)))
where the first sum runs over all m number of triples (l(1), u(1), i(1)), . . . , (l(m), u(m), i(m)) of distinct elements
of the set {1, 2, . . . , a} × M(Γ) × I, and Sm is the symmetric group on the letters {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Recall that
ordp(au(i, j)) ≥ bwΓ(u) +
s(i)
e , and so by construction of the basis {ηj}, the same holds true for each au(i, j; k).
Since ordp(b(l, k;m)) ≥ 0, we have
ordp(cm) ≥ min
distinct (l,u,i)
min
τ∈Sm
m∑
z=1
(
bwΓ(pu
(τ(z)) − u(z)) +
s(iτ(z))
e
)
≥ min
distinct (l,u,i)
{
m∑
z=1
(
b(p− 1)wΓ(u
(z)) +
s(i(z))
e
)}
.
It follows that the p-adic Newton polygon of detK0(1− ΦAT ) lies on or above the lower convex hull in R
2 of the
points
(0, 0) and

a n∑
j=0
W (j),
a
d
n∑
j=0
jW (j)

 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Proof of Theorem 2.2, part (b). Bombieri’s argument [9, Section IV] demonstrates that using the lower bound
(9) and the Dwork trace formula (6), one may obtain the inequality
deg L(B,Gsm, T )
(−1)s+1
(s+ 1)!
xs+1 +O(xs) ≤
∑
j
d≤x
(
x−
j
d
)
W (j).
As we show below, the righthand side may be asymptotically approximated by
∑
j
d≤x
(
x−
j
d
)
W (j) =
dim(B) vol(Γ)
(s˜+ 1)(b(p− 1))s˜
xs˜+1 +O(xs˜), (10)
which proves the result since s˜ ≤ s. The proof of this estimate is a modification of an argument of [1, §4], thus
we will only provide the relevant parts. First, we note that we may write
W (j) =
∑
i∈I
Wi(j) (11)
where
Wi(j) := #{u ∈M(Γ) | b(p− 1)w(u) + s(i)/e = j/d}.
For convenience, set b′ := b(p − 1) and ci := s(i)/e. Recall that w(M(Γ)) ⊂ (1/D)Z≥0. Now, if u satisfies
b′w(u) + ci = j/d then there exists a nonnegative integer j
′ such that w(u) = j′/D such that b′j′/D + ci = j/d.
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Hence, for each fixed i,
∑
j
d≤x
Wi(j) =
∑
j′
D≤
x−ci
b′
#{u ∈M(Γ) | w(u) = j′/D}
= vol(Γ)
( x
b′
)s˜
+O(xs˜−1),
where we have used the argument in [1, §4] for the second equality. A similar calculation gives
∑
j
d≤x
(
j
d
)
Wi(j) =
∑
j′
D≤
x−ci
b′
(
b′j′
D
+ ci
)
#{u ∈M(Γ) | w(u) = j′/D}
=
s˜ vol(Γ)
s˜+ 1
( x
b′
)s˜+1
+O(xs˜).
Then, (10) follows by combining these estimates with (11).
We now move on to an upper bound for the total degree. Like the degree, the proof is a modification of an
argument of Bombieri’s [10]. However, we will follow the argument in [1] since it applies to growth conditions
defined by polytopes.
Proof of Theorem 2.2, part (c). In fact, we prove the slightly stronger inequality
R+ S ≤ dim(B) · s˜! vol(Γ) · 2s˜−
1
s˜db(p−1)+
1
b(p−1) (1+
1
s˜ )(k−ρ)(1 + 2
1
b(p−1) (1+
1
s˜ ))ρ. (12)
Inequality (12) follows from an almost identical argument to that in [1, §5] once one has the following rationality
result of the Poincare´ series
∑∞
N=0W (N)T
N :
∞∑
N=0
W (N)TN =
Q(T )
(1− T db(p−1))s˜
, (13)
where Q(T ) is a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients and special value Q(1) = dim(B) · s˜! vol(Γ). We
prove this as follows. Define
W ′(N) := #{u ∈M(Γ) | w(u) = N/D}.
The Poincare´ series of this, by [1, Lemma 5.1], satisfies
∞∑
N ′=0
W ′(N ′)TN
′
=
P (T )
(1 − TD)s˜
with P (T ) a polynomial in nonnegative integral coefficients, degree at most s˜D, and special value P (1) = s˜!vol(Γ).
Using (11), observe that
∞∑
N=0
W (N)TN =
∑
i∈I
∞∑
N=0
Wi(N)T
N .
For convenience, set b′ := b(p− 1) and ci := s(i)/e. Notice that Wi(N) is a positive integer if and only if there
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is a u ∈ M(Γ) that satisfies b′w(u) + ci = N/d. By defining the integer N
′ by w(u) = N ′/D, we see that
Wi(N) =W
′(N ′) when Nd = b
′ · N
′
D + ci. Thus,
∑
i∈I
∞∑
N=0
Wi(N)T
N =
∑
i∈I
∞∑
N ′=0
W ′(N ′)T d((b
′N ′/d)+ci)
=
P (T )
∑
i∈I T
dci
(1− T db′)s˜
.
Note, by the discussion before Lemma 2.4, db′ and dci are nonnegative integers. Denoting the numerator of this
quotient by Q(T ) proves (13).
We remark that a more modern and accessible presentation of Ehrhart’s theory on polytopes (e.g. rationality
of the Poincare´ series mentioned in the above proof) may be found in [8, Chapter 3].
Assume now that Γ lies entirely in Rs≥0 so that the L-function may be defined over affine s-space A
s. Define
S(B) :=
∑
t¯∈Fsq
Tr(B(t)),
where t is an s-tuple in Zsq whose coordinates are the Teichmu¨ller representative of t¯ (or zero).
Theorem 2.5. Suppose Γ lies entirely in Rs≥0. Here A may be infinite dimensional. Assume b(p− 1) ≤ 1. Then
ordq S(B) ≥ b(p− 1)w(Γ) + ordp(A). (14)
A lower bound is also given if b(p− 1) > 1.
Proof. The underlying idea of the following goes back to Katz [23]. Write B(t) =
∑
u∈M(Γ) but
u. For C ⊂
{1, 2, . . . , s}, define the matrix BC by
BC :=
∑
u∈M(Γ)
ui>0 if i∈C
but
u.
We use the following version of the Dwork trace formula [32, Lemma 4.3]:
L(B,As/Fq, T ) =
∏
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
det(1− qs−|C|FBCT )
(−1)s−|C| .
Hence,
S(B) =
∑
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
(−1)|C|qs−|C|Tr(FBC ),
and since q = pa, we have
ordq S(B) ≥ min
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
{s− |C|+ ordq(Tr(FBC ))} .
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We now estimate ordq(Tr(FBC )). Let E
C denote the set of u ∈M(Γ) with ui > 0 for all i ∈ C. Define
WC(j) := #
{
(u, i) ∈ EC × I | b(p− 1)w(u) +
s(i)
e
=
j
d
}
. (15)
Using a similar argument to Lemma 2.4, the q-adic Newton polygon of detK(1 − FBCT ) lies on or above the
points
(0, 0) and

 k∑
j=0
WC(j),
1
d
k∑
j=0
jWC(j)

 k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Let k0 be the first nonnegative integer such that W
C(k0) 6= 0. Then the first point away from the origin in the
above sequence is (WC(k0),
k0
d W
C(k0)), and thus, since detK(1 − FBCT ) = 1 − Tr(FBC )T + O(T
2), we obtain
the inequality
ordq(Tr(FBC )) ≥
k0
d
= min
(u,i)∈EC×I
{
b(p− 1)w(u) +
s(i)
e
}
.
Now, using [4, Lemma 4.5] for the second inequality below, we see that
ordq S(B) ≥ min
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
{
s− |C|+ min
(u,i)∈EC×I
{
b(p− 1)w(u) +
s(i)
e
}}
= min
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
{
s− |C|+ b(p− 1) min
u∈EC
{w(u)}
}
+ ordp(A)
≥ min
C⊂{1,2,...,s}
{s− |C|+ b(p− 1) (w(Γ)− (s− |C|))}+ ordp(A)
=


b(p− 1)w(Γ) + ordp(A) if b(p− 1) ≤ 1
s(1− b(p− 1)) + b(p− 1)w(Γ) + ordp(A) if 1 < b(p− 1),
taking |C| = s in the former and |C| = 0 in the latter.
Proof of Theorem 2.2, part (d). For convenience, set κ := b(p− 1)w(Γ) + ordp(A). With
Sk(B) :=
∑
t¯∈(F
qk
)s
Tr(B(t)),
it follows from Theorem 2.5 that ordq(Sk(B)) ≥ kκ for every k. Using the same idea as in [7], this is equivalent
to every reciprocal zero and pole of the L-function of B having p-adic order at least κ.
2.2 Unit root σ-modules
Using freely the terminology of [29] and [30], we will demonstrate that part (d) of Theorem 2.2 may be applied to
obtain a similar result for unit root σ-modules. In Section 4.3, we will apply the following result to a particular unit
root L-function coming from the nondegenerate toric family in Section 3. Let (M,φ) be a finite rank, ordinary,
nuclear σ-module. (Here, ordinary means that the fiber-by-fiber Newton polygon of φ equals the polygon defined
as the lower convex hull of the points (
∑k
i=0 hi,
∑k
i=0 ihi) in R
2, where hi was defined in Section 2.) We assume
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there exists a matrix A(t) such that the matrix B(t) of φ with respect to some orthonormal basis B satisfies
B(t) = Aσ
a−1
(tp
a−1
) · · ·Aσ(tp)A(t) (16)
with A(t) satisfying (5). The latter condition means there exists b > 0 such that the entries of A(t) all belong
to L(b). Let φi be the i-th slope unit root σ-module coming from the Hodge-Newton decomposition of φ. Wan’s
theorem [30] tells us that the L-function of φi is meromorphic:
L(φi,A
s/Fq, T ) =
∏∞
i=1(1− αiT )∏∞
j=1(1− βjT )
,
with αi, βj → 0 as i, j →∞.
Theorem 2.6. Assume the relative polytope (3) satisfies Γ ⊂ R≥0. Suppose b(p− 1) ≤ 1. Then for all i and j,
ordqαi and ordqβj ≥ b(p− 1)w(Γ). A lower bound may also be given if b(p− 1) > 1.
Proof. In the proof of Wan [30, Theorem 6.7] it was shown that there exists a sequence of matrices {Bj(t)} with
the following properties. There exists matrices Aj(t) for each j with entries in L(b), b independent of j, such that
Bj(t) = A
σa−1
j (t
pa−1 ) · · ·Aσj (t
p)A(t),
with
ordp(Aj) ≥ 0 for every j and lim
j→∞
ordp(Aj) =∞
satisfying
L(φi,A
s/Fq, T ) =
∞∏
j=1
L(Bj,A
s/Fq, T )
±,
where ± means the factor lies in either the numerator or the denominator. The result now follows by applying
part (d) of Theorem 2.2 to each L-function in the product.
When the unit root σ-module is of rank one, then we may allow the matrix A(t) to have possibly infinite
dimension. This is useful in applications, as we will see in Section 4.3.
Theorem 2.7. Let (M,φ) be a possibly infinite rank nuclear σ-module, ordinary up to and including slope j.
Suppose there exists b > 0 and a matrix A(t) with entries in L(b), Γ ⊂ Rs≥0, such that the matrix B(t) of φ with
respect to some orthonormal basis satisfies (16). Let φj be the unit root σ-module coming from the j-th slope in
the Hodge-Newton decomposition of φ. Suppose φj is of rank one. Then the same result as in Theorem 2.6 holds
for the unit root L-function L(φj ,A
s/Fq, T ) by the proof of [29, Theorem 8.5].
3 Families of nondegenerate toric sums
Notation. Let V be a finite subset of Qn and define ∆(V ) as the convex closure of V ∪{0} in Rn. Let Cone(V ) be
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the union of all rays from the origin through ∆(V ). Set M(V ) := Zn ∩Cone(V ), a monoid. The monoid-algebra
R(V ) := Fq[M(V )] may be filtered using a (polyhedral) weight function as follows. For each µ ∈M(V ), let wV (µ)
be the smallest non-negative rational number such that µ ∈ wV (µ)∆(V ). Then wV (M(V )) ⊂
1
D(V )Z≥0 for some
fixed positive integer D(V ). The following properties of wV hold.
(i) wV (µ) = 0 if and only if µ = 0.
(ii) wV (cµ) = cwV (µ), if c ≥ 0 and µ ∈M(V ).
(iii) wV (µ+ ν) ≤ wV (µ) + wV (ν) for all µ, ν ∈M(V ).
Furthermore, equality holds in (iii) if and only if µ and ν are cofacial with respect to the same closed face of
∆(V ), i.e. the rays from 0 to µ and from 0 to ν intersect a common closed face of ∆(V ).
The weight function wV imparts an increasing filtration to the ring R(V ) defined by
FiliR(V ) := {g¯ ∈ R(V ) | wV (µ) ≤ i for all µ ∈ Supp(g¯)}
for each i ∈ 1D(V )Z≥0. The associated graded ring R(V ) := gr R(V ) has M(V ) as a basis over Fq and has
multiplication rules
xµxν =


xµ+ν if µ and ν are cofacial with respect to a common closed face of ∆(V )
0 otherwise.
Toric family. Let f¯(x) =
∑
A¯(µ)xµ ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n ]. Define Σ := Supp(f¯) := {µ ∈ Z
n | A¯(µ) 6= 0}. Using the
construction above we define ∆(f¯) := ∆(Σ), Cone(f¯) := Cone(Σ), M(f¯) := M(Σ), w := wΣ, R := R(Σ), and
R¯ := R¯(Σ). We will assume throughout that
1. dim∆(f¯) = n
2. f¯ is nondegenerate with respect to ∆(f¯). (Recall we write for a closed face σ of ∆(f¯) not containing the
origin f¯σ =
∑
µ∈σ A¯(µ)x
µ. Then f¯ is nondegenerate with respect to ∆(f¯) if for every closed face σ ∈ ∆(f¯)
not containing the origin {x1
∂f¯σ
∂x1
, . . . , xn
∂f¯σ
∂xn
} have no common solutions in (F
∗
q)
n.)
Let G¯(x, t) = f¯(x)+ P¯ (x, t) ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t
±
1 , . . . , t
±
s ], with P¯ (x, t) =
∑
tγ P¯γ(x), where γ runs over a finite
subset T of Zs. We assume, in addition, that
0 ≤ w(ν) < 1 (17)
for every ν ∈
⋃
γ∈T SuppP¯γ(x). Note, condition (17) allows us to assume without loss that all monomials x
µ in
the support of f¯ have weight w(µ) = 1. (All monomials of weight less than 1 can be absorbed by the deforming
Laurent polynomial P¯ .)
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Relative polytope. Let U be a finite subset of Qs. As described above, any such set gives rise to data
∆(U), Cone(U), M(U), and R(U) in Rs, and the weight function wU . For simplicity we consider subsets with
Cone(U) = Cone(T ), M(U) =M(T ), with the property
wU (γ) + w(µ) ≤ 1 (18)
for all (γ, µ) ∈ Zs × Zn in Supp(P¯ ). Note that, since we are assuming (17), if U is chosen so that ∆(U) is
sufficiently large then (18) will hold. We now define one which is minimal among all such and therefore gives
optimal estimates.
Consider, for any U satisfying (18), the convex set
∆(U)×∆(f¯) ⊂ Rn+s.
Consider
U0 :=
{(
1
1− w(µ)
)
γ ∈ Qs | (γ, µ) ∈ Supp(P¯ )
}
, (19)
and let Γ := ∆(U0). Then (18) implies for any such δ =
(
1
1−w(µ)
)
γ ∈ U0 that wU (δ) ≤ 1. As a consequence
Γ ⊂ ∆(U) and wΓ(γ) ≥ wU (γ) for all γ ∈ M(T ). On the other hand, by very definition, if δ =
(
1
1−w(µ)
)
γ ∈ U0
then wΓ(δ) ≤ 1 so that wΓ(γ)+w(µ) ≤ 1 for all (γ, µ) ∈ Supp(P¯ ), and so (18) holds for U = U0. Thus the choice
of Γ above makes wΓ optimal among weight functions wU satisfying (18). We call Γ the relative polytope of the
family G¯(x, t).
We will assume from now on that U = U0 and our weight function W on M(T )×M(f¯) is
W (γ, µ) := wΓ(γ) + w(µ). (20)
Note that W is the weight function for the polyhedron Γ×∆(f¯) in Rn+s. The Γ weight of a monomial (γ, µ) in
M(T )×M(f¯) is wΓ(γ). We set S := Fq[M(Γ)] which is filtered using wΓ. Let S¯ be the associated graded ring.
Similarly, set M := Fq[M(Γ)×M(f¯)], filtered using W defined in (20). M is an S-algebra. If M¯ is the associated
graded ring gr(M), then M¯ is an S¯-algebra satisfying
S¯(i)M¯ (j) ⊂ M¯ (i+j), (21)
with multiplication obeying the rule
(tγxµ)(tβxν) = tγ+βxµ+ν (22)
if γ and β are cofacial with respect to a common closed face of Γ and µ and ν are cofacial with respect to a
common closed face of ∆(f¯), else the multiplication equals 0.
Rings of p-adic analytic functions. Let ζp be a primitive p-th root of unity. Let Qq be the unramified
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extension of Qp of degree a := [Fq : Fp], and denote by Zq its ring of integers. Then Zq[ζp] and Zp[ζp] are the ring
of integers of Qq(ζp) and Qp(ζp), respectively. Let π ∈ Qp(ζp) be a zero of
∑∞
j=0 t
pj/pj having ordp(π) = 1/(p−1).
We may have occasion to work over a purely ramified extension of Qq (containing Qq(ζp)). Say Qq(π˜) is a totally
ramified extension of Qq containing Qq(π) with uniformizer π˜, a root of π. In this situation we denote by Zq[π˜]
(resp. Zp[π˜]) the ring of integers of Qq(π˜) (resp. Qp(π˜)), and by σ the extension of the Frobenius generator of
Gal(Qq/Qp) defined by σ(π˜) = π˜. Set
O0 :=


∑
γ∈M(Γ)
C(γ)tγπwΓ(γ) | C(γ) ∈ Zq[π˜], C(γ)→ 0 as γ →∞

 .
(We note again that the fractional powers of π are to be understood as integral powers of the uniformizer π˜.)
Then O0 is a ring with a discrete valuation given by
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
γ∈M(Γ)
C(γ)tγπwΓ(γ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ := supγ∈M(Γ) |C(γ)|.
Note, it is not a valuation ring. In fact, the reduction map
∑
γ∈M(Γ)
C(γ)πwΓ(γ)tγ 7−→
∑
γ∈M(Γ)
C¯(γ)tγ
identifies the rings
O0/π˜O0
∼
−−→ S¯.
Let
C0 :=


∑
µ∈M(f¯)
ξ(µ)πw(µ)xµ | ξ(µ) ∈ O0, ξ(µ)→ 0 as µ→∞

 ,
an O0-algebra. For ξ ∈ C0, write
ξ =
∑
µ∈M(f¯)
ξ(µ)πw(µ)xµ =
∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)
ξ(γ, µ)πW (γ,µ)tγxµ.
The reduction map mod π˜, taking
∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)
ξ(γ, µ)πW (γ,µ)tγxµ 7−→
∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)
ξ¯(γ, µ)tγxµ
identifies the S¯-algebras
C0/π˜C0
∼
−−→ M¯. (23)
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The associated complex. Define γ0 := 1, and for i ≥ 1
γi : = π
−1
i∑
j=0
πp
j
pj
= −π−1
∞∑
j=i+1
πp
j
pj
.
Note that
ordp(γi) =
pi+1 − 1
p− 1
− (i+ 1).
Let G(x, t) be the lifting of G¯(x, t) using the Teichmu¨ller units for all coefficients. Define
H(x, t) :=
∞∑
i=0
γiG
σi(xp
i
, tp
i
)
Notice that Gσ
i
(xp
i
, tp
i
) has W -weight less than or equal to pi for all i ≥ 1, and since
xl
∂
∂xl
(
Gσ
i
(xp
i
, tp
i
)
)
= pi
(
xl
∂Gσ
i
∂xl
)
(xp
i
, tp
i
),
and
ordp(πγip
i)−
pi
p− 1
= pi − 1 ≥ 0,
we see that multiplication by πxl
∂H(x,t)
∂xl
defines an endomorphism of C0. Hence, we may define a complex of
O0-algebras Ω
•(C0,∇G) by
Ωi(C0,∇G) :=
⊕
1≤k1<···<ki≤n
C0
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
with boundary map
∇G(η
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
) =
(
n∑
l=1
Dl,t(η)
dxl
xl
)
∧
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
with
Dl,t = xl
∂
∂xl
+ πxl
∂H(x, t)
∂xl
.
In the following section we will see that this complex is acyclic except in top dimension n.
3.1 Computing cohomology of Ω•(C0,∇G¯)
The complex Ω•(C0,∇G) is a complex of O0-algebras. The reduction modulo π˜ of this complex may be identified
with the complex Ω•(M¯,∇G¯) of S¯-algebras, where
Ωi(M¯,∇G¯) :=
⊕
1≤k1<···<ki≤n
M¯
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
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and
∇G¯(η¯
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
) =
(
n∑
l=1
D¯l,t(η)
dxl
xl
)
∧
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
where
D¯l,t := xl
∂
∂xl
+ xl
∂G¯(1)(x, t)
∂xl
.
Here
G¯(1)(x, t) := f¯(x) + P¯ (1)(x, t)
in M¯ consists of the terms in G¯ having W -weight precisely equal to 1.
In order to compute the cohomology of the reduced complex it is useful to first compute the cohomology of
Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧) where
Ωi(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧) :=
⊕
1≤k1<···<ki≤n
M¯
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
with boundary
dG¯(1) :=
n∑
l=1
(
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
)
dxl
xl
∧ .
Theorem 3.1. Assume hypotheses 1 and 2 at the beginning of Section 3 above. Then the complex Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧)
is acyclic except in top dimension n. Furthermore, Hn(Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧)) is a free S¯-algebra of rank equal to
dimFq(R¯/
∑n
i=1 xi
∂f¯
∂xi
R¯) = n!vol(∆(f¯)).
If B¯ is a basis of monomials such that the Fq-vector space V¯ spanned by B¯ in R¯ satisfies
R¯ = V¯ ⊕
n∑
i=1
xi
∂f¯
∂xi
R¯,
then
M¯ = W¯ ⊕
n∑
i=1
xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
M¯ (24)
where W¯ is the free S¯-submodule of M¯ generated by the same set of monomials B¯.
Proof. For the first part of the theorem, we show that for every subset A of S := {1, 2, . . . , n} the set {xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
}i∈A
forms a regular sequence in M¯ . If so, then Hi(Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧)) = 0 for 0 ≤ i < n since the complex is in this
case the Koszul complex on M¯ defined by the elements {xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
}i∈S . So, assume
∑
i∈A
xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
ξ¯i(x, t) = 0 (25)
with ξ¯i(x, t) in M¯ . Since M¯ is graded and the {xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
}i∈S are homogeneous ofW -weight 1, it suffices to consider
(25) in the case in which the {ξ¯i(x, t)}i∈A are homogeneous in M¯ , say of W -weight k. We will prove that given
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(25), there exists then a skew-symmetric set {η¯il(x, t)}i,l∈A in M¯
(k−1) such that
ξ¯i(x, t) =
∑
l∈A
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
η¯il(x, t) (26)
for every i ∈ A. Now we consider for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ k representations of {ξ¯i}i∈A of the form
ξ¯i(x, t) =
k∑
r≥ρ
ξ¯
(r)
i (x, t) +
∑
l∈A
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
γ¯il(x, t) (27)
where
ξ¯
(r)
i (x, t) =
∑
wΓ(γ)=r
tγ ξ¯
(k−r)
iγ (x)
are terms of M¯ (k) with wΓ-weight equal to r, and w-weight equal to k − r, and where {γ¯il(x, t)}i,l∈A is a skew-
symmetric subset of M¯ (k−1). Of course, we get such a representation in the case ρ = 0 by taking γ¯il = 0 for all i
and l.
Let D be the least common multiple of D(Γ) and D(f¯) so that
W (γ, µ) = wΓ(γ) + w(µ) ∈
1
D
Z≥0. (28)
We proceed by induction on ρ. More precisely, we show that given such a representation (27) for {ξ¯i(x, t)}i∈A
with a given ρ = ρ0 we may find another such representation but with ρ ≥ ρ0+
1
D , so that in the end we produce
a representation with ρ > k hence of the form (26).
It is convenient to write
G¯(1) = f¯(x) +
∑
0<r≤1
r∈(1/D)Z≥0
G¯(1)r (x, t)
where
G¯(1)r (x, t) =
∑
wΓ(γ)=r
tγ P¯ (1−r)γ (x).
But (25) and the skew-symmetry of γ¯il then implies that the sum of terms in
∑
i∈A xi
∂G¯(1)
∂xi
ξ¯i(x, t) with wΓ-weight
equal to ρ0 are precisely given by ∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ0
tγ
∑
i∈A
xi
∂f¯
∂xi
ξ¯
(k−ρ0)
iγ (x)
so that for each γ ∈M(Γ), wΓ(γ) = ρ0, we have
∑
i∈A
xi
∂f¯
∂xi
ξ¯
(k−ρ0)
i,γ (x) = 0.
Recall [5] that {xi
∂f¯
∂xi
}ni=1 forms a regular sequence in R¯. Thus, there are for each γ ∈ M(Γ) with wΓ(γ) = ρ0 a
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skew symmetric set {ω¯i,l;γ(x)}i,l∈A ∈ R¯
(k−ρ0−1), such that for each γ, wΓ(γ) = ρ0, we have
ξ¯
(k−ρ0)
i,γ (x) =
∑
l∈A
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
ωi,l;γ(x). (29)
If we write
τ¯i(x, t) = ξ¯i(x, t)−
∑
l∈A
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl

 ∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ0
tγw¯i,l;γ(x)


then the representation of τ¯i according to wΓ-weight begins with at least ρ0+1/D. This completes the inductive
step and establishes the first part of the theorem.
Since the boundary operator dG¯(1)∧ is S¯-linear, Hn(Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧)) = M¯/
∑n
l=1 xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
M¯ is an S¯-module.
We claim
M¯ = W¯ ⊕
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
M¯
which identifies Hn(Ω•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧)) as the free S¯-submodule W¯ of M¯ with basis B¯. Consider a monomial t
γxµ
with W (γ, µ) = k in M¯ . We know
xµ =
∑
a¯ivi +
n∑
l=1
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
ξ¯l(x)
with the vi’s in B¯ of w-weight k − wΓ(γ) and the {ξ¯l}
n
l=1 ⊂ R¯
(k−wΓ(γ)−1). Rewriting we have
xµ =
∑
a¯ivi +
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
ξ¯l(x) −
n∑
l=1
xl
∂P¯ (1)(x, t)
∂xl
ξ¯l(x).
But then
tγxµ =
∑
a¯it
γvi +
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
(
tγ ξ¯l(x)
)
−
n∑
l=1
xl
∂P¯ (1)(x, t)
∂xl
(
tγ ξ¯l(x)
)
.
The support of the terms in the last sum on the right all have W -weight k but they all have wΓ-weight
strictly greater than wΓ(γ). We may now repeat the preceding argument replacing each t
γ′xµ
′
in the sum∑n
l=1 xl
∂P¯ (1)(x,t)
∂xl
tγ ξ¯l(x) in an obvious manner and proceed inductively to establish
M¯ (k) ⊂ W¯ (k) +
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
M¯ (k−1). (30)
It remains to show the sum on the right of (24) is direct. Since the submodules on the right side of (24) are
homogeneous it suffices to show that the sum on the right side of (30) is direct for every k. Let
w¯ =
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
ξ¯l (31)
in M (k) and write w¯ and {ξ¯l}
n
l=1 in terms of ascending wΓ-weight, w¯ =
∑
a¯i,γt
γvi with wΓ-weight of all terms
of w¯ at least ρ0, and with at least one coefficient a¯i,γ 6= 0 for (i, γ) with wΓ(γ) = ρ0. Similarly, let the minimal
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wΓ-weight of any term in the support of ξ¯l for some l be ρ1. If ρ0 < ρ1, then (31) implies
∑
i
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ0
a¯i,γt
γvi = 0
in M¯ (k) which contradicts our assumption that at least one coefficient a¯i,γ 6= 0. Next write
ξ¯l(x, t) =
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ1
tγ ξ¯l,γ(x) + η¯l(x, t) (32)
with η¯l(x, t) ∈ M¯
(k−1) having terms in support all having wΓ-weight strictly greater than ρ1. If ρ1 < ρ0, then
(31) implies
0 =
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ1
tγ
n∑
l=1
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
ξ¯l,γ(x).
Thus, for each γ, wΓ(γ) = ρ1,
n∑
l=1
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
ξ¯l,γ(x) = 0.
Since the {xl
∂f¯
∂xl
}nl=1 is a regular sequence in R¯, there is for each γ, wΓ(γ) = ρ1, a skew-symmetric set
{τ¯l,r;γ(x)}l,r∈A ⊂ R¯
(k−ρ1−2)
with
ξ¯l,γ(x) =
n∑
r=1
xr
∂f¯
∂xr
τ¯l,r;γ(x). (33)
But then let
ω¯l := ξ¯l −
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ1
tγ
n∑
r=1
xr
∂G¯(1)
∂xr
τ¯l,r;γ(x).
Using the skew-symmetry and (31), we have
w¯ =
n∑
l=1
xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
ω¯l.
But the smallest wΓ-weight among the {ω¯l} is strictly greater than ρ1 by (33). So given (31) with ρ1 < ρ0 we are
led to the case where ρ1 = ρ0. In this case comparing terms having wΓ-weight equal to ρ0 = ρ1 on both sides of
(31) we have, writing ξ¯l as in (32),
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ0,vi∈B¯
a¯i,γvi =
∑
wΓ(γ)=ρ0
n∑
l=1
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
ξ¯l,γ(x)
which contradicts the definition of B¯. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Since M¯ is a graded ring, and the operator xl
∂
∂xl
acts on M¯ homogeneously of W -weight 0 and multiplication
by xl
∂G¯(1)
∂xl
acts homogeneously of W -weight 1, then the following result is immediate from Theorem 3.1. For
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notational convenience, we will write w(v) to mean w(µ) for v = xµ ∈ B¯.
Theorem 3.2. We have
1. Ω•(M¯,∇G¯(1)) is acyclic except in top dimension n.
2. Hn(Ω•(M¯,∇G¯(1))) = M¯/
∑n
l=1 D¯l,tM¯ is a free S¯-module of rank n!vol∆(f¯) with basis B¯.
3. We may write
M¯ = W¯ ⊕
n∑
l=1
D¯l,tM¯.
Furthermore, if tγxµ ∈ M¯ (k) then
tγxµ =
∑
vi∈B¯
ai,νt
νvi +
n∑
l=1
D¯l,tξ¯l(x, t) (34)
where W (ν, vi) ≤ k, wΓ(ν) ≥ wΓ(γ) and any term (β, τ) in the support of any ξ¯l has W (β, τ) ≤ k − 1 and
wΓ(β) ≥ wΓ(γ).
Finally, a slight modification of Theorem A1 [5, p.402], in which we drop the assumption that O is a discrete
valuation ring, gives
Theorem 3.3. Let O be a complete ring under a discrete valuation with uniformizer π˜ and residue ring F =
O/π˜O. Let
C• = {0→ C0
∂0
−→ C1
∂1
−→ · · ·Cn → 0}
be a length n cocomplex of flat, separated, complete O-modules with O-linear coboundary maps ∂i. Let C¯• be the
cocomplex obtained by reducing C• modulo π˜. Then
1. For any i, Hi(C¯•) = 0 implies Hi(C•) = 0.
2. If Hn(C¯•) is a free F -module of rank l, and Hn−1(C¯•) = 0 then Hn(C•) is a finite free O-module of rank
l.
Using Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following corollary to Theorem 3.2:
Theorem 3.4. The complex Ω•(C0,∇G) is acyclic except in top dimension n, and H
n(Ω•(C0,∇G)) is a free
O0-module of rank equal to n! vol∆(f¯). Furthermore,
C0 =
∑
v∈B
O0π
w(v)v ⊕
n∑
l=1
Dl,tC0
where B is a lifting of the monomials in B¯ to characteristic zero and
Dl,t := xl
∂
∂xl
+ πxl
∂H(x, t)
∂xl
.
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3.2 Frobenius
It will be convenient in this section to denote Fq by k0. To motivate the development of the spaces C0(O0,q)
defined below, formally define
α1 := σ
−1 ◦
1
expπH(x, tp)
◦ ψp ◦ expπH(x, t) (35)
α :=
1
expπH(x, tq)
◦ ψq ◦ expπH(x, t),
where
ψp
(∑
A(µ)xµ
)
=
∑
A(pµ)xµ
ψq
(∑
A(µ)xµ
)
=
∑
A(qµ)xµ,
and σ ∈ Gal(Qq(ζp)/Qp(ζp)) is the Frobenius generator which we extend to Gal(K/K0) taking σ(π˜) = π˜. Since
formally,
Dl,t =
1
expπH(x, t)
◦ xl
∂
∂xl
◦ expπH(x, t)
the following commutation laws will hold for l = 1, 2, . . . , n,
qDl,tq ◦ α = α ◦Dl,t and pDl,tp ◦ α = α ◦Dl,t. (36)
Since the differential operators Dl,t commute with α by changing t to either t
p or tq, in order to proceed, we
need to introduce some new spaces. In the following, q = pa is an arbitrary power of p (including the case when
a = 0), so we can handle the cases of tq, tp, and t, at the same time. Define
O0,q :=


∑
γ∈M(Γ)
A(γ)tγπwqΓ(γ) | A(γ) ∈ Zq[π], A(γ)→ 0 as γ →∞

 . (37)
This ring is the same as O0 except using a weight function defined by the dilation qΓ (that is, wqΓ(γ) = wΓ(γ)/q).
We note that here O0,1 = O0. A discrete valuation may be defined as follows. If ξ =
∑
γ∈M(Γ)A(γ)π
wqΓ(γ)tγ
then
|ξ| := sup
γ∈M(Γ)
|A(γ)|.
We may also define the space
C0(O0,q) :=


∑
µ∈M(f¯)
ξµx
µπw(µ) | ξµ ∈ O0,q, ξµ → 0 as µ→∞

 . (38)
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We will sometimes write C0 as C0(O0). For η =
∑
µ∈M(f¯) ξµπ
w(µ)xµ, we set
|η| = sup
µ∈M(f¯)
|ξµ|.
The reduction map ∑
A(γ)tγπwqΓ(γ) 7→
∑
A(γ)tγ
takes O0,q to the graded ring S¯q := gr k0[M(Γ)], where k0[M(Γ)] has been graded using wqΓ. In this case, S¯q is
identical to S¯ defined earlier but regraded so that S¯
(i/q)
q = S¯(i).
Replacing the weight function (28) with
Wq(γ, µ) := wqΓ(γ) + w(µ) ∈
1
D(q)
Z≥0, (39)
where D(q) is the least common multiple of D and q, the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 now may be
modified slightly so that analogous versions hold for these spaces, using Mq := k0[M(qΓ)×M(f¯)] filtered by Wq
and M¯q := gr Mq. Of course, since M(Γ) =M(qΓ), we see that M¯q is just M¯ regarded with M¯
(i/q)
q = M¯ (i). We
give explicitly the statement of our analogue of Theorem 3.4:
Theorem 3.5. Let Dl,tq := xl
∂
∂xl
+ πxl
∂H(x,tq)
∂xl
. Let Ω•(C0(O0,q),∇G¯(x,tq)) be the complex with
Ωi(C0(O0,q),∇G¯(x,tq)) =
⊕
1≤j1<···<ji≤n
C0(O0,q)
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
and
∇G¯(x,tq)(ξ
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
) =
(
n∑
l=1
Dl,tq (ξ)
dxl
xl
)
∧
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
.
Then this complex is acyclic except in middle dimension n, and Hn(Ω•(C0(O0,q),∇G¯(x,tq))) is a free O0,q-module
of rank equal to n! vol(∆(f¯ )). Furthermore,
C0(O0,q) =
∑
v∈B
O0,qπ
w(v)v ⊕
n∑
l=1
Dl,tqC0(O0,q),
where B is the same collection of elements in M(f¯) as in Theorem 3.4.
In order to obtain sharp p-adic estimates for Frobenius acting on relative cohomology we modify some of
Dworks basic constructions. Let 0 < b ≤ p/(p− 1) be a rational number. Define
R(b; c) :=


∑
γ∈M(Γ)
A(γ)tγ | A(γ) ∈ Qq(π), ordp A(γ) ≥ bwΓ(γ) + c


R(b) :=
⋃
c∈R
R(b; c).
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We define a valuation on R(b) as follows. If ξ =
∑
γ∈M(Γ)A(γ)t
γ ∈ R(b), then
ordp ξ = inf
γ∈M(Γ)
{ordp A(γ)− wΓ(γ)b}
= sup{c ∈ R | ξ ∈ R(b; c)}.
Note that
R(b; c)R(b; c′) ⊂ R(b; c+ c′)
since 
 ∑
γ∈M(Γ)
A(γ)tγ



 ∑
γ˜∈M(Γ)
A′(γ˜)tγ˜

 = ∑
β∈M(Γ)

 ∑
γ+γ˜=β
A(γ)A′(γ˜)

 tβ .
If β is fixed and (γ, γ˜) runs through pairs in M(Γ) such that γ + γ˜ = β, then sup(|γ|, |γ˜|) → ∞ so that
inf(|A(γ)|, |A′(γ˜)|)→ 0 and the (possibly) infinite series
∑
γ+γ˜=β A(γ)A
′(γ˜) converges. That
inf

ordp

 ∑
γ+γ˜=β
A(γ)A′(γ˜)

 − wΓ(β)b

 ≥ c+ c′
is clear.
For the moment, let R be any ring with a p-adic valuation. For b ∈ R≥0 and c ∈ R, set
L(b, c;R) :=


∑
µ∈M(f)
ξµx
µ | ξµ ∈ R and ordp(ξµ) ≥ bw(µ) + c

 .
In particular, if R = R(b′; c′) with c′ ≥ 0, we may write ξµ =
∑
γ∈M(Γ)Aγ,µt
γ with ordp(Aγ,µ) ≥ b
′wΓ(γ) + c
′ for
all γ, so that
L(b, c;R) =


∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f)
Aγ,µt
γxµ | ordp(Aγ,µ) ≥ b
′wΓ(γ) + bw(µ) + c

 .
This motivates our definition of the spaces K(b′, b; c) below. Let 0 < b′, b ≤ p/(p− 1) be rational numbers, and
let c ∈ R. Define
K(b′, b; c) :=


∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)
Aγ,µt
γxµ | Aγ,µ ∈ Qq(π), ordp Aγ,µ ≥ b
′wΓ(γ) + bw(µ) + c


K(b′, b) :=
⋃
c∈R
K(b′, b; c).
We consider now the Frobenius maps α and α1 on C0 and on K(b
′, b). Recall the Artin-Hasse series E(t) =
exp
(∑∞
j=0 t
pj/pj
)
together with π, a zero of
∑∞
j=0 t
pj/pj satisfying ordpπ = 1/(p−1). Dwork’s (infinite) splitting
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function is defined by
θ(t) := E(πt) =
∞∑
j=0
θjt
j .
Its coefficients satisfy ordp θj ≥ j/(p− 1). Writing
G¯(x, t) =
∑
A¯(γ, µ)tγxµ ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t
±
1 , . . . , t
±
s ],
we let
G(x, t) :=
∑
A(γ, µ)tγxµ ∈ Zq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t
±
1 , . . . , t
±
s ]
be the lifting of G¯ by Teichmu¨ller units. Set
F (x, t) :=
∏
(γ,µ)∈Supp(G¯)
θ(A(γ, µ)tγxµ) ∈ K(
1
p− 1
,
1
p− 1
; 0) ⊂ K(b′/p, b/p; 0) (40)
and
Fa(x, t) :=
a−1∏
i=0
F σ
i
(xp
i
, tp
i
) ∈ K(
p
q(p− 1)
,
p
q(p− 1)
; 0) ⊂ K(b′/q, b/q; 0), (41)
where σ is the Frobenius generator of Gal(Qq(π)/Qp(π)) acting on the coefficients of F . Note that
C0 ⊂ K(
1
p− 1
,
1
p− 1
; 0) ⊂ K(b′/p, b/p)
so that multiplication by F takes C0, as well as K(b
′/p, b/p), into K(b′/p, b/p), and multiplication by Fa takes
these two spaces into K(b′/q, b/q). It is easy to see
ψp(K(b
′, b; c)) ⊂ K(b′, pb; c)
ψq(K(b
′, b; c)) ⊂ K(b′, qb; c).
Finally, we note that for b′ and b > 1/(p−1), K(b′/q, b; 0) ⊂ C0(O0,q). Therefore, since ψp acts on the x-variables,
α1 := σ
−1 ◦ ψp ◦ F (x, t)
maps σ−1-semilinearly C0(O0) into C0(O0,p), and it maps σ
−1-semilinearly K(b′, b; c) into K(b′/p, b; c). Similarly,
if we define
α := ψq ◦ Fa(x, t),
then α maps C0(O0) into C0(O0,q) linearly over Zq[π], as well as K(b
′, b; c) into K(b′/q, b; c).
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We may use α1 and α to define chain maps as follows. Let
Frobi :=
⊕
1≤j1<···<ji≤n
qn−iα
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
(42)
Frobi1 :=
⊕
1≤j1<···<ji≤n
pn−iα1
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
. (43)
Then the commutation rules (36) ensure that these are chain maps:
Ω•(C0(O0),∇G¯(x,t))
Frob•1−−−−−→ Ω•(C0(O0,p),∇G¯(x,tp)) (44)
Ω•(C0(O0),∇G¯(x,t))
Frob•
−−−−−→ Ω•(C0(O0,q),∇G¯(x,tq)). (45)
All the complexes above are acyclic except in middle dimension n.
Define
Gi(x, t
q) := xi
∂G(x, tq)
∂xi
(46)
G
(1)
i (x, t
q) := xi
∂G(1)(x, tq)
∂xi
, (47)
where G(1) is the Teichmu¨ller lifting of G¯(1). Note that for all 0 < b ≤ p/(p− 1), πG
(1)
i (x, t
q) and πGi(x, t
q) both
belong to K(b/q, b;−e) where e := b− 1p−1 . In fact, if we write G = G
(1)+ g then G(x, tq) = G(1)(x, tq) + g(x, tq)
and πgi(x, t
q) ∈ K(b/q, b;−e+ 1D ), where D is the least common multiple of D(Γ) and D(f¯).
Theorem 3.6. Let 0 < b ≤ p/(p− 1) and c ∈ R. Then the following equalities hold for any q a power of p.
1. K(b/q, b; c) =W (b/q, b; c) +
∑n
i=1 πG
(1)
i (x, t
q)K(b/q, b; c+ e)
2. K(b/q, b; c) =W (b/q, b; c) +
∑n
i=1 πGi(x, t
q)K(b/q, b; c+ e)
where
W (b/q, b; c) :=


∑
γ∈M(Γ),v∈B
A(γ, v)tγv | A(γ, v) ∈ Qq(π˜), ordp A(γ, v) ≥ bWq(γ, v) + c


In particular,
W (b/q, b; 0) = K(b/q, b; 0) ∩
⊕
v∈B
O0,qπ
w(v)v.
Proof. The right side of these equalities is clearly contained in the left side of the corresponding equality. We first
concentrate on the first equality. Let ξ =
∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)A(γ, µ)t
γxµ ∈ K(b/q, b; c). Let (γ, µ) ∈M(Γ)×M(f¯)
with Wq(γ, µ) = i ∈
1
D(q)Z≥0, as defined in (39). We know from (24) that we may write in characteristic p
tγxµ =
∑
v∈B¯,Wq(β,v)=i,wqΓ(β)≥wqΓ(γ)
C((γ, µ), (β, v))tβv +
n∑
j=1
G¯
(1)
j (x, t
q)η¯j
where C((γ, µ), (β, v)) ∈ Fq and η¯j ∈ M¯
(i−1)
q .
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We lift the coefficients C((γ, µ), (β, v)) and those of the polynomial η¯j to characteristic zero using (23) in the
form C0(O0,q)/π˜C0(O0,q) ∼= M¯q. Then, for each (γ, µ), and e0 :=
1
(p−1)·D(q) , we have
ordp

πWq(γ,µ)tγxµ −
(∑
v∈B
C((γ, µ), (β, v))πWq(β,v)tβv
)
−
n∑
j=1
G
(1)
j (x, t
q)ηj(γ, µ)

 ≥ e0.
Since ordp
(
A(γ,µ)
πWq(γ,µ)
)
≥ 0, multiplication by this gives a similar result:
ordp

A(γ, µ)tγxµ −
(∑
v∈B
A(γ, µ)
πWq(γ,µ)
C((γ, µ), (β, v))πWq (β,v)tβv
)
−
n∑
j=1
G
(1)
j (x, t
q)
A(γ, µ)
πWq(γ,µ)
ηj(γ, µ)

 ≥ e0.
Now,
ω(γ, µ) :=
∑
v∈B
A(γ, µ)
πWq(γ,µ)
C((γ, µ), (β, v))πWq (β,v)tβv ∈W (
b
q
, b; c),
and if we set ζj := π
−1 A(γ,µ)
πWq(γ,µ)
ηj(γ, µ) then ζj ∈ K(
b
q , b; c+ e). Hence,
A(γ, µ)tγxµ −

ω(γ, µ) + n∑
j=1
πG
(1)
j (x, t
q)ζj(γ, µ)

 ∈ K( b
q
, b; c+ e0).
We obtain then ξ = ω(0) +
∑n
j=1 πG
(1)
j (x, t
q)ζ
(0)
j + ξ
(1) where ω(0) =
∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯) ω(γ, µ), ζ
(0)
j =∑
(γ,µ)∈M(Γ)×M(f¯) ζj(γ, µ), and ξ
(1) ∈ K(b/q, b; c + e0). Iterating the argument above, we obtain for every
N ∈ Z≥0, ω
(N) ∈ W (b/q, b; c+ Ne0), ζ
(N)
j ∈ K(b/q, b; c+ e +Ne0) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and ξ
(N) ∈ K(b/q, b; c+Ne0)
with
ξ(N) = ω(N) +
n∑
j=1
πG
(1)
j (x, t
q)ζ
(N)
j + ξ
(N+1)
so
ξ = ξ(N+1) +
N∑
l=0
ω(l) +
n∑
j=1
πG
(1)
j (x, t
q)
(
N∑
l=0
ζ
(l)
j
)
.
Letting N → ∞, we obtain that the left hand side of the first equality in Theorem 3.6 is contained in the right
hand side.
We now prove the second part of the theorem. Using the first equality of the theorem, we may write each
ξ ∈ K(b/q, b; c) as
ξ = ω +
n∑
j=1
πG
(1)
j (x, t
q)ζj
with ω ∈W (b/q, b; c) and ζj ∈ K(b/q, b; c+ e). But then
ξ = ω +
n∑
j=1
πGj(x, t
q)ζj −
n∑
j=1
πgj(x, t
q)ζj
and
∑n
j=1 πgj(x, t
q)ζj ∈ K(b/q, b; c+
1
D(q) ). Iterating this finishes the proof.
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Recall, we have defined
H(x, t) =
∞∑
j=0
γjG
σj (xp
j
, tp
j
)
with ordp γj =
pj+1
p−1 − (j + 1) for j ≥ 0. Recall also that
Dl,tq := xl
∂
∂xl
+ πHl(x, t
q),
where Hl(x, t
q) := xl
∂
∂xl
H(x, tq).
Theorem 3.7. For b a rational number satisfying 1/(p− 1) < b ≤ p/(p− 1), c ∈ R, and q a power of p, we have
K(b/q, b; c) =W (b/q, b; c) +
n∑
l=1
πHl(x, t
q)K(b/q, b; c+ e). (48)
Proof. It follows from the bound b ≤ p/(p − 1), together with the p-adic order of γj above, that πHl(x, t
q) ∈
K(b/q, b; c+ e). This gives us that the right hand side of (48) is contained in the left hand side. To establish the
reverse-inclusion, note that
Gσ
j
l (x
pj , tqp
j
) = Gl(x, t
q)p
j
+ phl,j(x, t
q)
where hl,j(x, t) has integral coefficients and all monomials (β, ν) in hl,j(x, t
q) have Wq-weight less than or equal
to pj . Thus, we may write
πHl(x, t
q) = πGl(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q) +Kl(x, t
q)
where
Ql(x, t
q) :=
∞∑
m=0
γmp
mGl(x, t
q)p
m−1
Kl(x, t
q) :=
∞∑
m=1
γmp
m+1hl,m(x, t
q).
Consequently,
Ql(x, t
q), Ql(x, t
q)−1,Kl(x, t
q) ∈ K(
p
q(p− 1)
,
p
p− 1
; 0). (49)
So, if 1/(p− 1) < b ≤ p/(p− 1) and ξ ∈ K(b/q, b; c) then there exists ω ∈W (b/q, b; c) and ζl ∈ K(b/q, b; c+ e) by
Theorem 3.6 such that
ξ = ω +
n∑
l=1
πGl(x, t
q)ζl
= ω +
n∑
l=1
πGl(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q)−1ζl
= ω +
n∑
l=1
πHl(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q)−1ζl −
n∑
l=1
Kl(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q)−1ζl
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with Ql(x, t
q)−1ζl and
∑n
l=1Kl(x, t
q)Ql(x, t
q)−1ζl belonging to K(b/q, b; c + e). Since b > 1/(p − 1), we have
e > 0 and we may proceed recursively as in the previous argument.
Theorem 3.8. For b a rational number satisfying 1/(p− 1) < b ≤ p/(p− 1), c ∈ R, q a power of p, we have
K(b/q, b; c) =W (b/q, b; c) +
n∑
l=1
Dl,tqK(b/q, b; c+ e).
Proof. Again, the right hand side is contained in the left side. For the reverse inclusion, let ξ ∈ K(b/q, b; c). We
know
ξ = ω +
n∑
l=1
πHl(x, t
q)ζl
where ω ∈W (b/q, b; c) and ζl ∈ K(b/q, b; c+ e) by Theorem 3.7. But then
ξ = ω +
n∑
l=1
Dl,tqζl −
n∑
l=1
xl
∂ζl
∂xl
.
Since
∑
xl
∂ζl
∂xl
∈ K(b/q, b; c+ e), the theorem follows by a similar recursive argument.
Theorem 3.9. For b a rational number satisfying 1/(p− 1) < b ≤ p/(p− 1), we have
K(b/q, b) =W (b/q, b)⊕
n∑
l=1
Dl,tqK(b/q, b).
Proof. By the previous theorem, it only remains to show the sum on the right is direct. Suppose on the contrary
ω =
∑n
l=1Dl,tqζl. Without loss of generality, we may assume both ω ∈ K(b/q, b; 0) and each ζl ∈ K(b/q, b; e) ⊂
K(b/q, b; 0). Since b > 1/(p− 1),
K(b/q, b; 0) ⊂ C0(O0,q),
so that ω =
∑n
l=1Dl,tζl implies ω = 0 and ζl = 0 for every l by Theorem 3.5.
We are now able to provide the following estimates for the entries of the Frobenius. First, note that
α1(x
µ) ∈ K(b/p, b;−(b/p)w(µ)),
and so by Theorem 3.8, we may write
α1(x
µ) =
∑
v∈B
Aµ,vv mod
n∑
l=1
Dl,tpK(b/p, b)
with
Aµ,v ∈ L(b/p; (b/p)(pw(v)− w(µ))). (50)
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3.3 L-functions of the toric family
In this section, we will apply Theorem 2.2 to prove Theorem 1.1.
Let λ ∈ F
∗s
q , with deg(λ) := [Fq(λ) : Fq]. Using Dwork’s splitting function, define an additive character
Θ : Fq → Qp by Θ := θ(1)
TrFq/Fp (·), and Θλ := Θ ◦ TrFq(λ)/Fq . Define
Sr(λ) :=
∑
x∈F∗n
qrdeg(λ)
Θλ ◦ TrF
qrdeg(λ)
/Fq(λ)G¯(x, λ)
and its L-function
L(G¯λ, T ) := L(G¯λ,Θ,G
n
m/Fq(λ), T ) := exp
(
∞∑
r=1
Sr(λ)
T r
r
)
.
Let λˆ be the Teichmu¨ller representative of λ. Let O0,λˆ = Zq[π˜, λˆ]. There is an obvious ring map, which we
call the specialization map at λˆ, from O0 to O0,λˆ induced by the map sending t 7→ λˆ. Similarly, let C0,λˆ be the
O0,λˆ-module obtained by specializing the space C0 at t = λˆ. Let αλˆ := α
deg(λ)|t=λˆ, and define Frob
i
λˆ
as in (42)
but with α replaced by αλˆ. Then using Dwork’s trace formula, we obtain
Sr(λ) = (q
rdeg(λ) − 1)nTr(αλˆ | C0,λˆ)
=
n∑
i=0
(−1)iTr(Hi(Frobi
λˆ
)r | Hi(C0,λˆ,∇G¯(x,λˆ))).
Since cohomology is acyclic by [5] except in top dimension n, we have
Sr(λ) = (−1)
nTr(Hn(Frobn
λˆ
)r | Hn(C0,λˆ,∇G¯(x,λˆ))).
In other words, writing α¯λˆ for H
n(Frobn
λˆ
), we have
L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1 = det(1− α¯λˆT )
= (1 − π1(λ)T ) · · · (1− πN (λ)T ),
where N = n! vol(∆∞(f¯)). In [5] it is proved for each such λ that the Newton polygon of L(G¯λ, T )
(−1)n+1 lies
over the Newton polygon (using ordλˆ) of
∏
β∈B
(1 − (qdeg(λ))w(β)T ). (51)
For each λ ∈ (F
×
q )
s, set A(λ) := {πi(λ)}
N
i=1 the collection of eigenvalues of α¯λˆ. Let L be a linear algebra
operation. Let LA(λ) be the set of eigenvalues of Lα¯λˆ. Define
L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
τ(λ)∈LA(λ)
(1− τ(λ)T deg(λ))−1.
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To aid the reader, we will consider a running example throughout this section; if L is the operation of the k-th
symmetric power tensor the l-th exterior power, then
LA(λ) = SymkA(λ) ⊗ ∧lA(λ)
= {π1(λ)
i1 · · ·πN (λ)
iN πj1(λ) · · · πjl(λ) | i1 + · · ·+ iN = k, 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jl ≤ N}.
Note, the cardinality of LA(λ) is independent of λ; let LN denote this number.
Let B = {xµ1 , . . . , xµN } be a basis for Hn := Hn(Ω•(C0,∇G)). For q a power of the prime p (perhaps q = p
0)
define
LHnq := LH
n(Ω•(C0(O0,q),∇G(x,tq))).
This is a free O0,q-module with basis LB = {e
i}i∈I , for some index set I. Note, LB is a basis of LH
n
q for every
prime power q. In our example LHn = SymkHn ⊗ ∧lHn, elements in the basis LB take the form
ei = (xµ1)i1 · · · (xµN )iN ⊗ (xµj1 ∧ · · · ∧ xµjl )
where
i1 + · · ·+ iN = k and 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jl ≤ N.
We extend the Frobenius map to this space by defining
Lα¯ := LHn(Frobn) : LHn → LHnq .
Let B(t) be the matrix of Lα¯ with respect to the basis LB. Let A(t) be the matrix of α¯ with respect to the basis
B, then the matrix of α¯λˆ is Aλˆ := A(λˆ
qdeg(λ)−1 ) · · ·A(λˆq)A(λˆ). Similarly the matrix of Lα¯λˆ using the basis LB is
LAλˆ. We have
B(λˆq
deg(λ)−1
) · · ·B(λˆq)B(λˆ) = LAλˆ.
Since the set of eigenvalues of LAλˆ is LA(λ), we have
det(1−B(λˆq
deg(λ)−1
) · · ·B(λˆq)B(λˆ)T deg(λ)) =
∏
τ(λˆ)∈LA(λ)
(1− τ(λˆ)T deg(λ)).
Consequently,
L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
τ(λˆ)∈LA(λ)
(1− τ(λˆ)T deg(λ))−1
=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
det(1−B(λˆq
deg(λ)
) · · ·B(λˆq)B(λˆ)T deg(λ))−1
=: L(B,Gsm, T )
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as in (4).
Proposition 3.10. L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) is a rational function over Q(ζp).
Proof. Writing L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) = exp
(∑∞
m=1Nm
Tm
m
)
, we have
Nm =
∑
λ∈(F∗
qm
)s
∑
τ(λ)∈LA(λ)
deg(λ)τ(λ)m/deg(λ) .
Since G¯λ is nondegenerate for each λ, by [5] and [12] each eigenvalue has Archimedean weight at most n. Em-
bedding into C, this means |πi(λ)|C ≤ q
n deg(λ)/2. Since each τ(λ) is a product of |L| eigenvalues πi(λ), with each
factor having weight at most n, we have |Nm|C ≤ mLN · q
|L|nm/2. Thus, L(LA,Gsm/Fq, T ) has a positive radius
of convergence over C.
Next, since L(G¯λ, T ) is a rational function over Z[ζp], the polynomial
∏
τ(λ)∈LA(λ)(1 − τ(λ)T
deg(λ)) has
coefficients in Z[ζp]. It follows that the coefficients of the power series expansion of L(LA,G
s
m/Fq, T ) lie in a
fixed number field Q(ζp). Since L(LA,G
s
m/Fq, T ) is both p-adic meromorphic, as in (6) above, and converges on
a disc of positive radius over C, rationality follows from the Borel-Dwork theorem [17, Section 4].
Define a weight on each basis vector in LB = {ei}i∈I as follows. Let
w(i) :=
N∑
i=1
miw(µi) (52)
where xµi appears mi-times in the basis element e
i. For example, continuing our running example, if
ei = (xµ1)i1 · · · (xµN )iN ⊗ (xµj1 ∧ · · · ∧ xµjl )
then
w(i) = i1w(µ1) + · · ·+ iNw(µN ) + w(µj1 ) + · · ·+ w(µjl ).
Proposition 3.11. There exists a matrix A = (Ai,j)i,j∈I with entries in L(
1
p−1 ) such that
B(t) = Aσ
a−1
(tp
a−1
) · · ·Aσ(tp)A(t) and Ai,j ∈ L(1/(p− 1);
1
p− 1
(pw(j)− w(i))). (53)
Proof. From (35), writing α1(t) for α1 and α(t) for α, and writing ψx,p for ψp acting only on the x variables, we
have
α(t) = ψax,p ◦ Fa(x, t)
= ψax,p ◦ F
σa−1(xp
a−1
, tp
a−1
) · · ·F σ(xp, tp)F (x, t)
=
(
σ−1 ◦ ψx,p ◦ F (x, t
pa−1 )
)
◦ · · · ◦
(
σ−1 ◦ ψx,p ◦ F (x, t
p)
)
◦
(
σ−1 ◦ ψx,p ◦ F (x, t)
)
= α1(t
pa−1) ◦ · · · ◦ α1(t
p) ◦ α1(t). (54)
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Denote by α¯(t) and α¯1(t) the maps H
n(Frobn) and Hn(Frobn1 ), respectively. Then (54) shows
α¯(t) = α¯1(t
pa−1) ◦ · · · ◦ α¯1(t
p) ◦ α¯1(t).
Consequently,
Lα¯(t) = Lα¯1(t
pa−1) ◦ · · · ◦ Lα¯1(t
p) ◦ Lα¯1(t). (55)
Let A(t) be the matrix of Lα¯1 with respect to the basis LB. Then the matrix version of (55) is (53).
We now proceed to the estimates on A(t). We extend the weight function (39) as follows
Wq(γ, i) := wqΓ(γ) + w(i) ∈
1
D(q)
Z≥0
for γ ∈M(Γ) and i ∈ I. Define the spaces, for q a power of p (perhaps with q = p0) and c ∈ R,
LW(b/q, b; c) :=


∑
γ∈M(Γ),i∈I
A(γ, i)tγei | A(γ, i) ∈ Qq(π˜), ordp(A(γ, i)) ≥ bWq(γ, i) + c


LW (b/q, b) :=
⋃
c∈R
LW (b/q, b; c).
Then, for any rational b satisfying 1/(p− 1) < b ≤ p/(p− 1), by Theorem 3.9 and (50),
Lα¯1 : LW (b/p, b/p; 0)→ LW (b/p, b; 0)
and
Ai,j ∈ L(
b
p
;
b
p
(pw(j) − w(i))).
Setting b = p/(p− 1) to get the best possible p-adic estimates, we have
Ai,j ∈ L(
1
p− 1
;
1
p− 1
(pw(j) − w(i))).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If we modify the basis LB by the following normalization, e˜i := πw(i)ei for each i ∈ I, then
the matrix of Lα¯1 with respect to this basis takes the form A˜(t) = (Ai,jπ
w(i)−w(j)), with entries satisfying
A˜i,j := Ai,jπ
w(i)−w(j) ∈ L(1/(p− 1);w(j)).
Then if B˜(t) is the matrix of Lα¯ with respect to this basis, we have
B˜(t) = A˜σ
a−1
(tp
a−1
) · · · A˜σ(tp)A˜(t).
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We employ Proposition 3.11 with the basic data b = 1p−1 , ramification e = p− 1, {s(j) = (p− 1)w(j)}j∈I . Since
L(B,Gsm/Fq, T ) = L(B˜,G
s
m/Fq, T ), we may apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2(a).
Parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.2 follow immediately; see [1, p.557]. What remains is the determination of k (and
consequently ρ) in the statement of Theorem 2.2(c). We are indebted to Nick Katz for the following argument,
which will show that k = s+ n|L|.
Let LΘ be the ℓ-adic sheaf on A
1/Fq corresponding to the character Θ of Fq. Viewing G¯ as a map G¯ :
Gnm × G
s
m → A
1 defined over Fq, let LΘ(G¯) be the pullback of LΘ to G
n
m × G
s
m. Let π2 : G
n
m × G
s
m → G
s
m be
the projection onto the second factor. It follows that Riπ2!LΘ(G¯) = 0 for every i 6= n (since by [5] and [12] every
stalk is zero). Further, these same references show that Rnπ2!LΘ(G¯) has constant rank equal to n! vol∆∞(f¯).
The sheaf Rnπ2!LΘ(G¯) is, in Katz’s terminology, of perverse origin [24, Corollary 6]. Since this sheaf has constant
rank, it follows from [24, Proposition 11] that Rnπ2!LΘ(G¯) is lisse. It makes sense therefore to apply a linear
algebra operation such as L to this sheaf. We view L as a quotient of some r-fold tensor product; the minimum
such r we denote by |L|. Then LRnπ2!LΘ(G¯) is mixed with weights ≤ |L|n. The eigenvalues of Frobenius acting
on Hic,e´t(G
s
m/Fq,LR
nπ2!LΘ(G¯)) have weights ≤ i + |L|n for any i in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ 2s. All eigenvalues are
algebraic integers so that the weight of any eigenvalue γ bounds the valuation:
0 ≤ ordqγ ≤ weight(γ).
Thus for i ≤ s, the p-divisibility of any eigenvalue of Frobenius acting on Hic,e´t(G
s
m/Fq,LR
nπ2!LΘ(G¯)) satisfies
ordqγ ≤ s+ |L|n.
We now show this inequality holds as well for eigenvalues of Frobenius on Hic,e´t(G
s
m/Fq,LR
nπ2!LΘ(G¯)) with i in
the upper range s < i ≤ 2s. For these, we invoke the work of Deligne [11, Corollary 3.3.3] which applies since
LRnπ2!LΘ(G¯) is an integral sheaf. For γ an eigenvalue of Frobenius acting on H
i
c,e´t(G
s
m/Fq,LR
nπ2!LΘ(G¯)) with
s < i ≤ 2s, Deligne’s result implies that γ/qi−s is an algebraic integer and pure of some weight. Thus, as above,
ordq(γ/q
i−s) ≤ weight(γ/qi−s).,
so that
ordq(γ)− (i− s) ≤ weight(γ)− 2(i− s)
≤ i+ |L|n− 2(i− s).
Thus, ordq γ ≤ s+ |L|n.
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4 Other families
4.1 Affine and Mixed Toric families
We now state two related theorems which follow from the work and results above in a well-known manner (see
[5] and [26]). Let f¯(x) ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
r , xr+1, . . . , xn] and set S := {x1, . . . , xn}, S1 := {x1, . . . , xr}, S2 :=
{xr+1, . . . , xn}. We will continue to assume the hypotheses 1. and 2., dim∆∞(f¯) = n and f¯ nondegenerate with
respect to ∆∞(f¯), on f¯ from the beginning of Section 3. We say f¯ is convenient with respect to S2 if for all subsets
A ⊂ S2, dim∆∞(f¯A) = n− |A|, where f¯A is the Laurent polynomial in n− |A| variables obtained by setting each
variable xi with i ∈ A equal to zero. We will also use the notation M¯
(A) (and C
(A)
0 respectively) for the elements
in M¯ (and C0) which have support in the set of monomials x
µ = xµ11 · · ·x
µn
n in M(f¯) satisfying µi ≥ 1 for every
i ∈ A. Then M¯ (A) and C
(A)
0 are ideals in M¯ and C0 respectively. Define
Ωi(C0,S2,∇G¯) :=
⊕
A={1≤j1<···<ji≤n}
C
(A∩S2)
0
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
. (56)
Since for η ∈ C
(A∩S2)
0 , l ∈ S, Dl,t(η) ∈ C
((A∪{l})∩S2)
0 , it follows then that ∇G¯ defined above defines as well the
boundary operator for the subcomplex Ω•(C0,S2,∇G¯) of Ω
•(C0,∇G¯). In an entirely analogous manner we define
subcomplexes Ω•(M¯, S2,∇G¯) of Ω
•(M¯,∇G¯) and Ω
•(M¯,S2,∇dG¯(1)∧) of Ω
•(M¯,∇dG¯(1)∧) respectively.
Theorem 4.1. For i 6= n, Hi(Ω•) = 0 for all three complexes Ω•(C0,S2,∇G¯), Ω
•(M¯,S2,∇G¯), and Ω
•(M¯,S2,∇dG¯(1)∧)
defined above. Furthermore Hn(Ω•(C0,S2,∇G¯)) is a free O0-module of rank
υS2(f¯) =
∑
A⊂S2
(−1)|A|(n− |A|)!volA(∆∞(f¯A)),
where volA(∆∞(f¯A)) is the volume with respect to Lebesgue measure on R
n
A := {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n | xi =
0 if i ∈ A}.
Furthermore, we set B¯(S2) =
⋃
i∈ 1DZ≥0
B¯(S2,i) where B¯(S2,i) is a subset of the set of monomials in R¯(S2) of
weight i such that V¯ (S2,i), the Fq-space spanned by B¯
(S2,i), satisfies
R¯(S2,i) = V¯ (S2,i) ⊕
n∑
l=1
xl
∂f¯
∂xl
R¯(S2−{l},i−1).
(Here S2 − {l} equals S2 if l 6∈ S2.) Then
C
(S2)
0 =
∑
v∈B¯(S2)
O0π
wΓ(v)v ⊕
n∑
l=1
Dl,tC
(S2−{l})
0 . (57)
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As we did in the previous section, let λ ∈ F
∗s
q , with deg(λ) := [Fq(λ) : Fq]. Define the exponential sums
Sl(λ) :=
∑
x∈F∗r
qldeg(λ)
×Fn−r
qldeg(λ)
Θλ ◦ TrF
qldeg(λ)
/FqG¯(x, λ)
and the associated L-function on An−r ×Grm/Fq(λ):
L(G¯λ,A
n−r ×Grm/Fq(λ), T ) := exp
(
∞∑
r=1
Sr(λ)
T r
r
)
.
Let λˆ be the Teichmu¨ller representative of λ. Let O0,λ be the ring Zq[π, λˆ], and let C0,λ be the O0,λ-module
obtained by specializing the space C0 at t = λˆ. Let αλˆ := α
deg(λ)|t=λˆ, and define Frob
i
λˆ
as in (42) but with
α replaced by αλˆ. Then Frob
•
λˆ
is a chain map on Ω•(C0,λ,S2,∇G¯(x,λ)). Write α¯λˆ for H
n(Frobn
λˆ
) acting on
Hn(Ω•(C0,λˆ,S2,∇G¯(x,λˆ))). Then Theorem 4.1 says
L(G¯λ,A
n−r ×Grm/Fq(λ), T )
(−1)n+1 = det(1− α¯λˆT )
= (1 − π1(λ)T ) · · · (1− πυS2 (f¯)(λ)T ).
For each λ, set AS2(λ) := {πi(λ)}
υS2 (f¯)
i=1 . Let L be a linear algebra operation. Define
L(LAS2 ,G
s
m/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
τ(λ)∈LAS2(λ)
(1− τ(λ)T deg(λ))−1.
By a similar method to that of the previous section, we have:
Theorem 4.2. For each linear algebra operation L, the L-function L(LAS2 ,G
s
m/Fq, T ) is a rational function:
L(LAS2 ,G
s
m/Fq, T )
(−1)s+1 =
∏R
i=1(1− αiT )∏S
j=1(1− βjT )
∈ Q(ζp)(T ).
Further, if we let N ′ := υS2(f¯) then
(a) the reciprocal zeros and poles αi and βj are algebraic integers, and for each j, βj = q
njαj for some positive
integers nj.
(b) If s˜ < s then R = S, else if s˜ = s then
0 ≤ R− S ≤ s! vol(Γ)LN ′.
(c) the total degree is bounded above by
R+ S ≤ LN ′ · s˜! vol(Γ) · 2s˜+(1+
1
s˜ )n|L|(1 + 21+
1
s˜ )s.
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(d) If G¯ ∈ Fq[x1, . . . , xn, t1, . . . , ts], then L(LAS2 ,A
s/Fq, T ) is a rational function, and writing
L(LAS2 ,A
s/Fq, T ) =
∏R′
i=1(1− αiT )∏S′
j=1(1− βjT )
∈ Q(ζp)(T ),
the zeros and poles satisfy ordq(αi) and ordq(βj) ≥ w(Γ) + w(LB
(S2)), where w(LB(S2)) is the minimum
weight of the basis LB(S2) (see (52)). Similar bounds to those found in Theorem 1.2 for degree and total
degree may be given.
4.2 Pure families
Let λ ∈ (F∗q)
s. In the case S = S2, Adolphson and Sperber [5] observed that in the absolute case that the
L-function of the exponential sum defined on An by G¯(x, λ) was identified with the highest weight factor of the
L-function of the exponential sum defined by the same G¯ on Gnm. This observation was generalized to more
general simplicial toric sums [6]. We give now a relative version of this highest weight factor result. Once more
let f¯ ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n ] with dim∆∞(f¯) = n. Let σ0 be the unique face of ∆∞(f¯) containing the origin which
spans a linear subspace of smallest dimension; denote this dimension by dim(σ0). If the origin is an interior point
of ∆∞(f¯) then σ0 = ∆∞(f¯). We say ∆∞(f¯) is simplicial with respect to the origin if σ0 is contained in exactly
n − dim(σ0) faces of codimension n − 1 of ∆∞(f¯). This is always satisfied when n = 2. It is also always true
when the origin is an interior point of ∆∞(f¯). Note that if ∆∞(f¯) is simplicial with respect to the origin, then
this holds as well for G¯.
Using notation which is consistent with the previous section, we will write dim(σ0) = n− r. Let the equations
of the hyperplanes {Hi}
n
i=r+1 spanned by each of the codimension one faces {σi}
n
i=r+1 of ∆∞(f¯) containing the
origin be given by
li(x1, . . . , xn) :=
n∑
j=1
ai,jxj = 0 r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
where ai,j ∈ Z and for each r+1 ≤ i ≤ n, gcd(ai,r+1, . . . , ai,n) = 1. We assume the inequalities li(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0
define Cone(f¯). Let L be the greatest common divisor of all the (n−r)×(n−r) subdeterminants of the (n−r)×n
integer matrix A := (ai,j)r+1≤i≤n,1≤j≤n. If p ∤ L then we may find n − r columns, say the last n − r columns
for convenience of notation, so that the matrix A may be written in block form as (A1 | A2) with A2 a square
(n− r)× (n− r) matrix with integer determinant which is relatively prime to p.
Write S = {1, . . . , n}, S1 = {1, . . . , r}, and S2 = {r + 1, . . . , n}. Let I be the r × r identity matrix and let
A˜ :=

 I 0
A1 A2

 ,
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an n× n matrix with entries a˜i,j , so a˜i,j = ai,j for i ≥ r + 1. For i ∈ S, write
li(x1, . . . , xn) :=
n∑
j=1
a˜i,jxj
and set
Di,t :=


Di,t for i < r + 1
∑n
j=1 a˜ijDj,t for i ≥ r + 1
and D¯i,t =


D¯i,t for i < r + 1
∑n
j=1 a¯ijD¯j,t for i ≥ r + 1.
(58)
Define the complex Ω•(C0, ∇˜G¯) as follows. It has the same spaces as those of the complex Ω
•(C0,∇G¯) but with
boundary map on Ωi defined by (58):
∇˜G¯(η
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
) :=
(
n∑
l=1
Dl,t(η)
dxl
xl
)
∧
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
.
The reduction modulo π of this complex is the complex Ω•(M¯, ∇˜G¯) with the same Ω
i space as Ω•(M¯,∇G¯) but
with boundary map
∇˜G¯(η
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
) :=
(
n∑
l=1
D¯l,t(η)
dxl
xl
)
∧
dxk1
xk1
∧ · · · ∧
dxki
xki
.
Theorem 4.3. If p ∤ L, then Ω•(C0, ∇˜G) and Ω
•(C0,∇G) are isomorphic as O0-modules, and Ω
•(M¯, ∇˜G¯) and
Ω•(M¯,∇G¯) are isomorphic as S¯-algebras.
For A ⊂ S2, we define C
(A)
0 (and M¯
(A) respectively) to be the ideal of elements in C0 (respectively in M¯) with
support in the monomials xµ = xµ11 · · ·x
µn
n such that li(µ) ≥ 1 for all i ∈ A. Then for A ⊂ S, l ∈ S,
Dl,tC
(A∩S2)
0 ⊂ C
((A∪{l})∩S2)
0 and D¯l,tM¯
(A∩S2)) ⊂ M¯ ((A∪{l})∩S2). (59)
We proceed in a manner entirely analogous to Section 4.1.
In order to simplify the notation we will denote by SΩ˜•(C0) the subcomplex of Ω
•(C0, ∇˜G¯) defined by
SΩ˜i :=
⊕
A={1≤j1<···<ji≤n}
C
(A∩S2)
0
dxj1
xj1
∧ · · · ∧
dxji
xji
. (60)
Define in a similar way the subcomplex SΩ˜•(M¯) of Ω•(M¯,∇G¯). Note, these are subcomplexes because of (59).
Theorem 4.4. Assume f¯ is nondegenerate with respect to ∆∞(f¯) and that ∆∞(f¯) is simplicial with respect to the
origin. Assume p ∤ L. Then Hi(SΩ˜•(C0)) and H
i(SΩ˜•(M¯)) are acyclic except in top dimension n. Furthermore,
Hn(SΩ˜•(C0)) is a free O0-module of rank
υS2(f¯) =
∑
A⊂S2
(−1)|A|(n− |A|)!volA(∆∞(f¯A))
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where here we let HA be the intersection of the hyperplanes {Hi = 0} for i ∈ A and volA(∆∞(f¯A)) is the volume
with respect to Haar measure in HA normalized so that the fundamental domain for the lattice Z
n ∩HA in HA
has measure 1.
Let B¯(S2) =
⋃
i∈ 1D Z≥0
B¯(S2,i) where B¯(S2,i) is a subset of the monomials in R¯(S2,i) = R¯(S2) ∩ R¯(i) such that
V¯ (S2,i) the Fq-space spanned by B¯
(S2,i) satisfies
R¯(S2,i) = V¯ (S2,i)
⊕ n∑
j=1
lj(x1
∂f¯
∂x1
, . . . , xn
∂f¯
∂xn
)R¯(S2−{j},i)
(here S2 − {j} = S2 if i 6∈ S2). Then
C
(S2)
0 (
1
p− 1
) =
∑
v∈B¯(S2)
O0π
wΓ(v)v ⊕
n∑
j=1
Dj,tC
(S2−{j})
0 (
1
p− 1
).
We proceed in a manner quite analogous to the case in the previous section. For each λ ∈ (F
∗
q)
s, let
L(G¯λ,G
r
m, T )
(−1)n+1 =
N∏
i=1
(1 − πi(λ)T )
with N := n! vol∆∞(f¯). Set A(λ) = {πi(λ)}
N
i=1 and let Wn(λ) be the subset of A(λ) consisting of reciprocal
zeros of highest archimedean weight:
Wn(λ) := {π(λ) ∈ A(λ) | |π(λ)| = q
deg(λ)n/2}.
The setW(λ) now plays precisely the same role as AS2(λ) in the previous section. For a linear algebraic operation
L, set
L(LWn,G
s
m/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|Gsm/Fq|
∏
τ(λ)∈LWn(λ)
(1 − τ(λ)T deg(λ))−1.
Since Galois action preserves weight, this is a rational function over Q(ζp) with properties as follows.
Theorem 4.5. For each linear algebraic operation L, the L-function L(LWn,G
s
m/Fq, T ) is a rational function
over Q(ζp) with estimates for its degree, total degree, and for the p-divisibility of its reciprocal zeros and poles are
precisely the same as those in Theorem 4.2. Here υS2(f¯) is the same alternating sum of volumes as in Theorem
4.2 and here w(LB(S2)) is the minimum of the weights in the basis LB(S2).
4.3 Unit root L-function
Let
G¯(x, t) := f¯(x) + P¯ (x, t) ∈ Fq[x
±
1 , . . . , x
±
n , t1, . . . , ts]
where f¯(x) is nondegenerate with respect to ∆∞(f¯). Let G¯ satisfy the hypotheses of the toric family in Section 3,
that is, dim∆∞(f¯) = n, f¯ is nondegenerate with respect to ∆∞(f¯), and 0 ≤ w(µ) < 1 for every x
µ in Supp(P¯ ).
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For each λ ∈ F
∗s
q the L-function L(G¯λ,Θ,G
n
m/Fq(λ), T ) has a unique unit root, say π0(λ). Define the k-th
moment unit root L-function by
Lunit(k, G¯,A
s/Fq, T ) :=
∏
λ∈|As/Fq|
(1− π0(λ)
kT deg(λ))−1.
This is a meromorphic function by Wan’s theorem [29, Theorem 8.4] and so may be written as
Lunit(k, G¯,A
s/Fq, T ) =
∏∞
i=1(1 − αiT )∏∞
j=1(1− βjT )
with αi, βj → 0 as i, j →∞.
Recall the maps α¯1, α¯, and the basis B from Section 3.3. Let A1(t) and A(t) be the matrices of α¯1 and α¯ with
respect to B. Then
A(t) = Aσ
a−1
1 (t
pa−1) · · ·Aσ1 (t
p)A1(t),
where A1 has entries in L(1/(p− 1)). As in [29], A(t) defines a nuclear σ-module φ ordinary at slope zero. If φ0
is the rank one unit root σ-module coming from the Hodge-Newton decomposition of φ, then
L(φk0 ,A
s/Fq, T ) = Lunit(k, G¯,A
s/Fq, T ).
By Theorem 2.7, we have
Theorem 4.6. Assume Γ ⊂ Rs≥0. Then for every i and j, ordq(αi) and ordq(βj) ≥ w(Γ).
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